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1THE LUMBER TRADE OP THE UNITED STATES
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE PACIFIC COAST
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The General Lumber Situation of the United States, Past and
Present
.
A. Taking United States as a whole.
B. Present development in Washington, California and Oregon.
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I. The Centers and Belts of Supply of the United states
A. Each Division with Emphasis on Pacific Coast.
B. Position in the United States of Pacific Coast States.
1. Production
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3. Timberland in Y/ashington, Oregon and California,
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A. United States as a whole.
B. Three pacific Coast States.
C. Opportunities to place Capital in the three States.
III. Causes of Exhaustion of the Supply. Forest Restoration.
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1. statistics of The United States Goverriiaent Lands,
Two opp . t Invest
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V. The Tariff question with Regard to Lumber.
A. With Reference to United States as a whole, Past and Presenjt
B. " " " Pacific Coast States.
C« " " " Inducements for Investors.
(The Central Idea in Chapter T is to compare the United States
with the Pacific Coast States.)
CHAPTER II
I. Ownership of Timber Lands, Washington, California and Oregon.
A. Government Reservation Lands.
B. Establishments for manufacturing and Lumbermen.
C. Opportunities for small Investors.
IT. Kinds of Timber, Washington, Oregon and California.
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IV. Effects of Materials other than Lumber on Prices.
A. Concrete, Steel.
E. Brick, Cement.
V. Probable Future of the Lumber Business on Pacific Coast.
A . Supply
.
B. In Regard to Investors.
(The Central idea here in Chapter II is to show statistics of the
Pacific Coast alone).
The references at the foot of the various pages are abbre=
viated. For full reference list refer to Bibliography.
The books most helpful in compiling data for this thesis
were Defenbaugh, The History of the Lumber Industry of North
America, The Twelfth Census, the Census of 1905, Circulars No. 25,
110 and 129 of the United States Department of Forestry. The
letters which ha^e been received have given the writer the most
information with regard to investments, and have been for the
most part incorporated in the text.

4THE QEI^RAL LUimBR SITUATION PAST AND PRESENT
INTRODUCTION
In foriL!9r years the United States ^as an almost solid and con-
tinuous forest area extending fran the Atlantic Ocean to the Miss-
issippi River. There were large areas further west in the region
o
Sierra Nevada Mountains
.
It is estimated that the original forest
area of the present United States was at least i, 400, 000 square
miles, or almost one-half, or 48 1/2 % of the total area of the
country, which with Alaska excluded is 2,972,594 square miles.
The present forest area is estimated at about 1,000,000 square
miles, thus showing a cut of about 400,000 square miles of timber
land since the advent of civilized man to our shores. Alaska has
an area of 592,000 square miles, with a very dense wooded area
of about 100,000 square miles. This leaves a total area of timber
land in the United States with Alaska included, 1,100,000 square
miles. The present woodland area according to the twelfth census
estimates, is approximately 1,040,000 square miles, or less than
"bbfo of the entire land area o.f the United States.^
The drain upon the timber land has been going on for years in
many sections of the country. The first settlers in Virginia,
Pennsylvania, New York and Massacliuset ts early began to cut the
forests for export purposes, and a very extensive trade with Europe
in ship material was developed. Many of the states are practically
barren, as far as the production of timber is concerned, and now
receive nearly all they consume from western or southern states,
where formerly the Lake states supplied their needs. The lumber
Defenbaugh. History of the Lumber Industry of America.
Chapter 28.
r
6Industry first becama prominent in New England, and its center
was at a point on the Penobscot River in Maine, It gradually
moved westward to New York, thence to Ohio and remained there for
a short time. The next center of the lumber trade during the
eighties was at a point near the Saginaw Valley in Michigan.
The center moved to northern Minnesota where it is at the present
time. In a few years the state of Washington will become the cen-
ter of the lumber trade. The movement of the lumber industry dur-
ing the past fifty years is well explained by the twelfth census
in the following table .
Years N.B. Lake So. St at a s Pac. States
1850 54. 5X 6.4^ 13. sX 3.9/
1860 36.2 13.6 16.5
. 6.2
1870 36.8 24.4 9 .4 3.6
1880 24.8 33.4 11.9 3.5
1890 18.4 36.3 15.9 7.3
1900 16.0 27.4 25.2 9.6
Before the year 1850 more than three-fourths of the total
lumber product of the country was contributed by the New England
States. During the year 1850 it contributed more than one-half
of the product of the country, and in the period 1860-70 the New
England States lost the hold on an almost exclusive production,
and only yielded about one -third of the production. The year 1890
the timber industry showed in New England only a total of one-
sixth of the output of the country. Prom these percentages we can
see the relative growth of the industry in the pacific coast
states, which in 1850 was only 3.9X. In the year 1860, just prior
to the Civil War, these states rose to 6.2^ of the total produc-
1f
J
6tion; but the years of 1870 and 1880 it was only 3.6X and 3.5/
respectively. The industry began to revive however in 1890 and
produced 7.3X of the timber production, while in 1900 it was 9.6/.
There has been such a considerable increase in the percentages prod-
uced by these three states during the last eight years that Wash-
ington occupies first place in the production of lumber at the
present time.
In 1690 the lumber industry ranked fourth among the great in-
dustries of the country. The forestry yield that year was almost
as great as the output of gold for a period of fifty years, fol-
lowing the discovery of gold in California. At the present time
the industry is ranked as one of the four leading industries of
this great nation^ Although the supply of the raw material has
decreased very preceptibly from what it was previous to 1900
there is still a sufficient quantity to supply our wants for many
years to come. It has been roughly estimated that Washington,
Oregon and California at the present time supply about ten per
cent of the demand. These three states contain between one -third
and one -half of the entire supply of the country. The supply has
been estimted to be approximately aine hundred billion feet of
uncut wood. Accordingly these states would contain about four
hundred and fifty billion feet of faw material. The three Pacific
coast states with this amount of raw material will supply the de-
mands of our people for twenty-five to thirty years to come, un-
less somemethod of restoring our forests is evolved by the United
States Government. Otherwise the same condition which exists in
some of the eastern states will result in the Pacific Coast State*.
Census of 1905» The Lumber and Timber Products. Bull. 77.

7THE CENTERS AND BELTS OF SUPPLIES
OP THE UNITED STATES
The forest area of the Uni tedStates is divided into three
large divisions, the Eastern Forests, the Rocky Mountain forests,
ion
and thePacific forests. Thls' division places the eastern divis-A
from the Atlantic coast to the Mississippi River, and then south,
and west of the Rocky Mountains. The Rocky Mountain forests
ard are
are broken^in scattered areas extending east of the Cascade
Mountains to the border of the eastern division. The Pacific
coast area extends from the western part of the Rocky Mountains
to the pacific Coast.
Defenbaugh divides the United States into two grand divisions,
known as the Atlantic and the Pacific, or the eastern and western
divisions. He claims this classification is the most logical as
trees are of different species in different sections of the coun-
try; those on the east are of a broad-leaved type, while the
trees in the Pacific forests are coniferous, and have needle
shaped leaves.
The Census of 1900 makes the following division:
(1) The Mortheastem States, which include New England, New
York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The northern part of this
region is forested with conifers',mainly of white pine, spruce, and
hemlock
,
while the southern part of this division is mixed with
hardwoods, in southern New Jersey yellow pine is also found.
(2) Southern States, characterized by a broad belt of yellow
pine of various species. This belt extends aU the way from
southern Hew Jersey west and southwest to Texas and Indian Terri-

8tory. The lowlands on the coast and the Mississippi bottom are
covered with c^^-press while the interior regions are covered with
hardwood ,
(3) Lake States, which include Michigan, Wisconsin and
and
Minnesota, were originally forested with white pine, tamarac, while
hardwoods were found in the southern portion of thsse states
.
(4) Central States. These contain large growths of hardwood
and also a varying mixture of conifers.
(5) Rocky Mountain region, Here the timber is confined to
mountains and consists of conifers, mostly of yellow pine,
(6) The Pacific Coast Region, composing Washington, Oregon
and California
. These Ibrests are the heaviest in the United
States if not in the world and consist of coniferae and red fir,
with a mixture of cedar, spruce and hgmlock. While in the
southern part of Oregon
,
/ellow and sugar pine are found in large
quantities. In California yellow pine is the predominating tree,
although there are large areas of sugar pine, incense cedar
redwood and various species of firs. Redwood is found in a n&rrPif
strip along the north coast of California and extending to SanTran-
cisco Bay.
The lumber industry has progressed more rapidly in Washington
than in either of the other two Pacific Coast States . It is in
fact greater than the other two, California and Oregon canbined.
It first assumed its importance between the years 1880 to 1890
and increased with tremendous rapidity^ so that by the years 1890
to 1900 it was ranked as the fifth state in the Union in the
production of lumber,with a cut of 2,300,000,000 feet, and a
product valued at $30,000,000. In the year 1905 it far surpassed
any other state in the production of lumber
T
Census of 1905, The Lumber and Timber Products. Bull. 77
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The position of the Pacific Coast States in regard to the
United States can be best shown by an examination of the statistics
with regard to the production of lumber for the last sixty years.
The following table will explain the position of the various
states important in the lumber production of the United States
from 1650 to 1905;
1850 - 1860 - 1870 - 1880 - 1890 - 1900 - 1904 - 1905
1 N. Y. Pa. Mich, Mic h. Mich. Wis. Wis. ./Wash.
2 Pa. N.y. Pa. Fa. Wis. Mi ch. Wash.
1
Wis.
3 Me. Mich. N.Y. Wis. Pa. Minn. / Mich.
/
La.
La.
4 Ohio Me. Wis. U.Y. Minn. Pa.
/
Minn
.
5 Ind. Ohio Ohio Ind. Ind.
Wash;
»
^ash^. Pa Mich
6 Mich. Ind. Ind. Ohio Ark. Minn. Ark.
7 Mass. Wis . Ohio Me. IT.Y. Ohio Ark. Pa.
8 111. Calif. Mo. Miim. Ohio Ind. Miss. Miss.
'
Oregon ranked nineth, North Carolina tenth and California sleventh
in 1905. Washington in 1905 led the United States with a produc-
tion of 3,917,166,000 feet, or 12. 8^ Of the total amount produced.
She advanced from 1900, when she was fifths to first in 1905,
and will continue to hold this position for many years to come.
California produced 1,061,608,000 feet or 3.5// of the total
production while Oregon produced 1,262,610,000 ft. or 4.lX. Prom
these figures we can see that the Pacific coast states produced
19.5^ of the production reported.
In V/ashington the cut for 1905 from 427 mills was 3,125,325,0(0
feet, or 72, 4^ of the Douglas fir cut in the United States . The
output of Douglas fir promises before many years to equal that of
Census of 1905, The Lumber and Timber Products. Bull. 77
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sputhern yellow pine, and eventually to supra::s it. Hemlock in
Washington in 1905 was reported as cut to the amount of 84,773,000
feet, or »X of t>ie total cut in the United States, but this is
far from ccrrect, as hemlock has often been sold under different
names. In the production of western yellow pine Washington ranks
senond. The cut reported in 1905 was 217,074,000 ft or 22^ of
the total cut in the United States. The total number of mills
in Washingtcn as reported in the census for 1905 was 557. Theypro
duced an aggregate of 3,917,166,000 ft. The cut of spruce fran\^sh-
irgton in 1905 was 179, 864,000 ft., while cedar was 252,174 ft.
The amount of western white pine cut was 32,664,000 ft., larch
23,385,000 ft., and white fir only 20,000 ft.
In Oregon the total number of mills reported in 1905 was
319, with an aggregate cut of 1,262,610,000ft. The cut of Douglas
fir was 1,076,695,000 ft., hemlock, 3,884,a00 ft., spruce
57,208,000 ft., cedar 25,428,000 ft. sugar pine 3,083,000 ft., ard
white fir 1,076,000 ft.
In California the number of mills reported was 175, with
an aggregate cut of 1,0€1,608,00 ft. Douglas fir was reported
cut 100,816,000 ft., spruce 2,000,000 ft., western yellow pine
363,932,000 ft., red wood as 411,689,000 ft., cedar as 8,783,000
ft., sugar pine as 120,000 ft., and white fir 51,630,000 ft.
The domestic markets of the United States are largely con-
fined to a certain territory. In^iiediately after the earthquake
there was an enormous sale for luzaber to the people living at
SanFrancisco, and there was necessarily an increased supply of
timber needed. Then again a large amount of lumber was sold in
the states themselves. The Pacific Coast states are in a period
of transition and require an enormous amount of building material.
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other points of shipment are Minneapolis, Chicago andBuffalo.
Chicago is the destination for many thousande of feet of Douglas
fir and western yellow pine. There is a great demand for heavy
structural lumber that the forests of the Lake States are not
able to furnish; conseq®ntly the demand for Pacific fir. There
is also a heavy mairket along the Atlantic coast where ocean boats
are built. In fact it would be rather hard to limit the field
of this supply. There has begun to be a rapid demand for the
smaller Pacific lumber material for railway ties. The timber of
this region seems to be very strong and rigid and caa stand the
Year that railroad ties are subjected to. There is also a good
lake trade in Washingt oq lumber which is sent overland to Duluth
by boat
and from there sent east to be distributed •
There are many opportunities for investment in timber lands
in the three states of Washington, Oregon and California. There
are more at the present time than there probably will be for
years to come. Timber is bought by the stua^age, at so much per
thousand feet. The cheapest high-grade stumpage in the country
is found on the Pacific slope • The present values in stuaqpag©
shows a substantial increase over that of 1900.
The difference between the cost of stumpage and the value
of the saw log products consists of two elements, namely the cost
of logging operations and the profits. The average cost of log
stumpage for the United States in 1905 was 41 cents per thousand
more than in 1900. The average value of sqw logs in 1905 exceeded
those of 1900 by |l,23 per M. The conclusiore to be drawn here
are either that the cost of logging operation has increased since
1900, or that the margin of profit was greater in 1905. The census
Forestry anu The Lumber Supply, Cir.25
^ u. S. Forestry Dpit
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for 1905 says that there was in all probability an increase in botTi
of these, but as there was not as careful a count made in 1900 as
in 1905 there are undoubtedly some things not taken into account .
The following table will give a fair estimate of the aver-
age stumpage value of the different grades of lumber in the Unitedj
States per thousand feet, as reported in the census for 1905;
Yellow pine
White pine
Douglas Fir
Hemlock
Spruce
1900 19_0J_
^1.12 $1.68
3.66 4.62
.77 1.06
2.56 3.51
2,26 3.70
Cypress
Redwood
Cedar
Basswood
Oak
1900 1905
$1.56 $3.42
1.06 1.55
1.32 1.49
1.50 3,89
3.18 3.83
The average value of all species of lumber in 1900 per thousand
feet was $2.18, while in 1905 the stumpage value per thousand nas
$2 . 59 . \
Av. Stumpage Val. per M. ft. by Species
Calif.
Oregon
Wash.
Yellow
Pine
$1.17
.79
.85
Sugar
Pine
$1.96
Cedar Redwood Spruce
$1.06 $1.34
$1.04 .67
.76 ,76
Red
Fir
$1,06
.59
.80
The value of yellow pine in the last five years raised in stump-
age by 56 cents, or exactly 50^, One can figure from such a raise
in value that there are abundant opportunity for investment in
this lumber. In Oregon in 1905 the stumpage value of yellow Dine
Census 1905* The Lumber & Tim5er Products, Bull. 77
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was the lowest of any of the states and only amounted to 87 cents
per thousand, while a few days ago on March 25th 1908, yellow pine
was sold for $1.06 per M. ft. in Oregon. This product raised in
value in the State of Washington from an average value of $.85 per
|
M. to $1.39 per M. in the period of five years, 1900-1905, The
|
increase in stumpage value of white pine in 1905 over 1900 was
about 2^%, There is however very little white pine in Washington,
Oregon and California as compared with other kinds of lumber.
The Douglas Fir is found largely in Washington and Oregon, aat
forms a large part of the product of lumber. The stumpage value li
1900 in the state ofWashingt on, where it is cut in the greatest
quantity, was 80 cents, and in 1905 it was $1.07. In Oregon
there was an advance in 1905 over 1900 of 34 cents per M. In 190(
it was 59 cents and in 1905 93 cents. Western spruce is still
cheap.. The increase over 1900 in Oregon is very noticeable. In
1900 it was 67 cents and in 1905 $1,43. In California in 1905
the stumpage value of spruce was $1.28 and in Washington 94 cents
per thousand feet. The increase in the stumpage value of Redwood
in California in 1905 was over 49 cents or 46.2^ over the year
1900;
The increase in the average value of all lumber was from
$11.14 per M. feet in 1900 to $12.76, according to the Census
of 1905, or 14. 5X. Yellow pine advanced from $8.69 per M. feet
to $10.10. Fnite pine from $12.72 to $14.92 per M. Hemlock
from $9.97 to $11.91. Douglas fir from $8.67 to $9.51. Spruce
from $11.29 to $14.03 per M. feet. One can see from the above
figures the rapid increase in price of all grades of lumber, which
consequently increases the value of the raw material and that as
National Forests ana Lumber Supply, Sherrard^ U.S.Pst.D

the scarcity of lumber in other sections increases the value of
the raw product will consequently rise in proportion. The avera£;e
value per thousand of all shingles advanced from $1.55 in 1900
to $1.65 in 1905, an increase of 10 cents or 6,bfo. Cedar shin-
gles from $1,49 to $1.56 per M., Redwood from $1.05 to $1.17,
Yellow pine from |l,60 to $1.86 per M., White pine from |1.58
to $1,73 per M. Hemlock from $1.98 to $2.04 per M., and Spruce
from $1.80 to $2 .02 per M.
The writer received several letters from lumbermen and people
who have invested large amounts of money in timber land in Ore-
gon, Washington and California, describing their ventures. One
person to whom I wrote in regard to investments, was Mrs. Kelly
of Milwaukee, Wis. She described her operations as follows:
"Enclosed please find a small plat of 1600 acres of land in
Clockmus county, Oregon, which I purchased a year ago last Novem-
ber or December. It will give you the number of feet and variety
of timber on these lands. There are 123 acres of marsh or waste
land but the rest, 1477 acres is excellent, and will average
70X surface clear. We buy timber out west by the M. so much
per M. feet of stuir5)age. The money stringency has had a bad
effect on selling timber lands and manufacturing lumber. It has
reduced the price of lumber from 40/ to 50^, yet there is no
doubt about it but that the price will pick up very soon again.
"In the West we are forced many times to buy lands with
mineral rights reserved. In fact nearly all land sold by rail-
ways are sold with mineral rights reserved. However, the group
of timber land in Clockmus county was bought without the mineral
rights reserved. - "
"I have -purchased some ye llow pine near Portland, Oregon,
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as low as 47 cents per M. and some as high as $1.50 per M.j and
realized an average of about 42^ on the investment. A year ago
last August I bought some yellow pine> mixed with Douglas fir
near Salem, Oregon, at 46 cents per M., and sold it in Febnuary
1
1907 for $1.00 per M. and had to borrow the money to do it on.
I bought in all 85,000,000 feet of yellow pine, Douglas fir and
larch, and sold 55,000,000 ft. in all and kept the other 30,00Q0OO
ft. On this deal I cleared $30,000 for myself and $9,000. for
Mr. Sweet. With this $30,000 I bought more timber land near
Klamath Falls, Oregon, and sold this again at an advance of 21^
ovarcost, so that I made and paid for t^ie first investment $67,000'
"I think this will probably answer any questions you may want
to know. The timber for which I paid $1.50 should bring me $3.00
per M. as soon as the times pick up a little, as it is well
located and right in the way of a great deal of milling, and the
land is fine, worth at least $10.00 per acre, after the timber
is removed. It is on a good slope to the Columbia River and very
near the Northern Pacific Ry.."
was
A letter^received Mar. 5, '08 from Mr. A. J. Hayward of Tacoma,
Wash., in regard to investments, and he advises anyone who can
afford to invest money in lands to do so. He said there is any
amount of good timber on the market because many people find that
they cannot afford to hold the land on account of taxes, and the
drop in prices due to the stringency of the money market. He
said that a person who invested money in lands should first be
certain to know the situation of it, in regard to other desirable
plots of lands, as the timber out of line of other lands would
not move as fast, nor bring in as great and sure a return for the
iD
16
money
•
Mr. Robert L. Mf^Cormick,, Secretary and Treasurer of the
We5»rhauser Lumbar Co., the largest lumber concern in the world,
on being questioned by several of us last May. said that there were
any number of chances for people to invest their savings, but he
advised people not to be anxious to turn their money over quick-
ly, and yet not to be too slow to take a good chance to sell the
even
land. Be said that many people held their land^ after lumber
companies had offered them a good price, until they had stopped
operations, it had dropped in value as the timber was not
tff enough quantity to allow a change of operations. Mr. McCormick
said that there were a number of concerns from the East that were
coming out to Oregon, Washington and California, and that the
stumpage value would rise 50 to 75 per M. in about a year. He
spoke of the frauds that were perpetrated on unsuspecting people
by various estimators who would sell out to one another in order
to unload some very poor grades of timber land On ignorant buyers.
Mr. W. G, Collins and Mr. Edweird Bradley of Chicago and
Milwaukee respectively, bought a tract of Douglas fir near Puget
Sound, Washington, on the advice of one of their estimators and
paid $92,000. for the tract, and kept it for a year and a half ther
sold the whole for $212,000. and realized a handsome profit
after the various taxes and other expenses were deducted.
Mr.Benj. Sweet of Tacoma, Wash., one of the oldest and most
reliable timber inspectors in that section of the country makes
various estimates on certain tracts of desirable land and secures
options on the lands for a certain period, and then luinps them all
in one tract and tries to find a purchaser. He is usually willing
to take, and the buyer is willing to give him a tenth or a fifteenth

interest in the lands in lieu of his services as a promoter, and
in that way it is to his interest to find a buyer who is in need
of a desirable tract at the increased figure. Then again he sa Id
that one investor will buy lands from another investor with the
idea that there will be a still further rise in value of the
lands.
Mr. J.T, Syle of Tacoma, Wash., wrote to the writer a short
time ago about several deals he was interested in. One of his
friends got him to put a one-third interest in a group of Douglas
fir about 100 miles from Yakima, Wash., which they secured at
72 cents a M. and held for a period of five and one -half months
and sold to the Weyerhauser Lumber Co. for 97 cents, thus realiz-
ing 25 cents per thousand, without paying taxes or any other ex-
penses. He said there were many other kinds of bargains for
people who are willing to take chances on advance in prices. Mr.
Prank Miller, head of the Forestry School of Washington,
Seattle, Wash,, wrote as follows: "I may say that the oppor-
tunities for investment are first-class in many particulars.
Property of all kinds is increasing rapidly in value and the
state is developing all along the line in a very satisfactory
way. Perhaps the most notable increase is in connection with
timber lands, land being bought under irrigation and city
property in cities which are growing rapidly." Further on in
his letter he spoke of the grades of timber, which he thinks will
advance most rapidly in price. He said, "The grades of timber
which will advance most in price in the next few years are those
grades which are particularly adapted to certain uses» and
the supply of which is now very limited. Examples are, white oak,
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hickory and white pine. Here in Washington, the red fir will rn-
doubtedly advance more than any other tree. It is by far the
most Valuable and the most important tree of the Pacific Coast,
ranking right along with the famous white pine of the East."
When the trees are cut from the forest many thousemds of
feet of lumber are left on the stung?, due to the fact that the
mills of Washington and Oregon refuse to take any logs with sap
in them. The forests are only stripped of the most desirable
timber. Mr. Edwards of Y/ausau, Wis., wrote under date of March
15th, 1908 that stumpage could be secured in Washington all the
way from 25 cents to |4.00 per thousand due to the location and
the kinds. He also said that hemlock could be secured as low as
25 cents in certain parts of Washington where the timber was
not very well located or accessible to water or rail. The de-
sirable timber land is worth all the way from $50. to |100.
per acre, but there are many thousands of acres of land that can
be bought at much less than these figures. He said that timber
land for which he paid $24. an acre was now worth $150. an acre
as it was very desirably located and of the kind that the lumber
trade demanded. Mr. Edwards said that iit has cost him $4.50 a
M. to log the timber near a desirable location.
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STATISTICS OP CAPITAL, WAGE EABNERS,
ESTABLISmiENTS, MATERIAL PRODUCTS.
The number of establishments in the United States for the
last fifty years of liimbering is shown in the following table
Year
No. of
Estab
.
in U.S.
% Cap. Invest.
In- in U.S.
crease
%
In-
crease
1850 15,769 $41,444,364
1860 20, 659 10.1 74,530,090 79.8
1870 25,832 25.0 143,493,232 92,5
1880 25,708 0.5(Decr's). 181,186,122 26.3
1890 22,617 12.0 " 397,861,928 119.6
1900 23,053 1.9 Incr's. 400,857,447 0.8
1905 19,127 17.0(Decr»s) 517,224,128 29.0
These figures are somewhat different than those of the
Census of 1900, due to the fact that tfctak several establishments
not directly related to the industry were included in the prev-
ious reports, as veneer mills and establishments engaged in mak-
ing split shingles.
In Washington for the sama period 1870-1905, smd in Oregon
and California for the same time we find the following statistics
Establi shment_s' Capit al Invest ed
Wash. CaliY."" "C¥e'. WasFT Cal TiT' Ore.
1870 "'2"91" leF^ |l,^T2C2 3,85§',T40 9137^62
1880 37 251 228 2,456,450 6,454,718 1,577,875
1890 462 258 350 21,400,307 16,184,235 6,103,000
1900 778 313 436 26,041,089 28,236,352 8,167,433
1905 1004 308 402 40,953,816 25,709,302 11,038, 323
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Prom these figures we can see that in 1905 the total num-
ber of establishments in the United States was 19,127, and of
this number Washington had 1004, Californis 508 and Oregon 402,
naking a total of 1714 establishments in the three states of the
Pacific Coast/
The total amount of capital invested in the year 1905 in
the United States was $517,224,128.00. The State of Washington
has reported a total of $40,953,816. or 8^ of the total in the
United States, California reported a total of $25,709,302., 4^,
Oregon a total of $11,038,323. or 2^, thus making a total of
$77,701,441. or 14/b of the total capital in the United States in
the lumber business, represented in the three Pacific States.
The number of wage earners in the United States for 1905
was 404,626. Of this number 28,023 were employed in Washington,
13,181 in Californis, and 7,284 in Oregon, making a total of
43,488 for the three states.
The total wages dispensed in 1905 throughout the United
States was $183,021,619. Of this amount Washington furnished
$18,857,446., California $8,643,637 and Oregon $4,617,826, or a
total of $32,118,909. for the three states.
The total cost of material in 1905 for the United States
was $183,786,210. Of this amount Washington furnished $15,813,278.
California $2,652,951. and Oregon $14,412,422. or a total of
$22,883, 651
.
The value of the products for the year 1905 in the United
States v/as $580,022,690. Of this amount Washington furnished
$44,395,766., California $28,065,171, and Oregon $12,483,908.,
Census of 1905, Lumber & Timber Products, Bull. 77
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or a total of $74,944,845.
There are abundant opportunities to place capital in the
three states, especially in some of the large concerns that have
lar^e pine holdings and need more capital to buy additional l^nd.
There are a number of new concerns which are organized frequently
to take over the assets of some corporation that discovers that
it is unable to compete with such concerns as the V/eyerhaucer
Lumber Co. of Tacoma, Wash. This concern is the largest in the
United States and is what is termed a holding company as it has
under its direct control the Cloquet Lumber Company, the Went-
worth Company, Pacific Fir Co., The Johnson-Wentworth Co., and
numerous other corporations. There are a few concerns, such as
Salvage & Co. and Hewitt & Co., that sell stock in their company
in order to compete on a large scale with concerns. Mention has
been made that the only manner in which a profitable can be es-
tablished, is with large enough capital in order to manipulate
affairs on a broad scale, as there is very little money in small
lumbering. The last two concerns mentioned are situated in
Seattle and Tacoma respectively.
The following statistics show the relative amounts of wages,
capital, material and products in the United States and the stats
of Washington, California and Oregon, respectively:"
Census for 1905, Lumber 8c Timber Products, Bull. 77.
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United States as a Whole
1870 1880 1890 1900 1905
Wage 149,997 147,956 311,964 283,260 404,626
Earners
Total ^40,009,162 31,845,974 87,934,254 104,640,591 183,021,519
Wages
Cost of $103,343,430 146,155,385 242,562,296 317,923,548 183,766,210
Material ....
Value of$210,159,327 233,268,729 437,957,382 666,832,984 680,022,690
Products
Wage
Earners
Total
Wages
Cost of
Material
Value of
Products
1860-70
97,7
84.4
131.8
117.3
Per Cent of Increase
1870-80 1680-90 1890-1900 1900-05
1.4 Dec.
20.4 Dec.
41.4
11.1
110.8
176.1
66.0
87.8
32.5
68.3
0.1
26.8
2.1
23.7
24.3 Dll.
4.5
From this table we can see that in 1870 there were 149,997
wage earners in the United States, and in 1905 there were 404,626.
The total wages increased from|40, 009, 162 in 1870 tofL83, 021 , 519
in 1905. The cost of material increased from $L03, $43, 430 in 1670
to $183,787,210 in 1905. The value of products from j|210,159, 327
in 1870 to $580,022,690 in 1905. The percent of increase or
decrease may be noted in the above table
.
Census for 1905, Lumber & Timber Products, Bull. 77.

Wage
Earners
Total
Wages
Cost of
Materials
474
388,830
580,259
Value of
Products 1,307,585
Wage
Earners
Total
Wages
4,077
1,620,626
Coas of
Materials 1,986,119
Value of
Products 5,227,064
Wage
Earners
Total
Wages
Cost of
Material
Value of
Products
692
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Washington
499 9,491 15,696 28,023
200,539 4,643,564 8,511,224 18,857,446
1,188,075 8,331,336 16,455,553 15,818,278
1,734,742 17,450,301 30,286,280 44,395,766
California
3,434
1,096,736
2,242,503
4,428,950
4,689 5,806 13,161
1,927,551 2,849,457 8,643,637
4,421,267 7,528,215 2,652,951
8,794,655 13,764,647 28,065,171
Oregon
519 4,214 4,084 7,284
261,785 242,154 1,680,618 2,023,914 4,617,826
358,273 1,331,J542 3,061,439 5,727,720 4,412,422
1,014,211 2,030,463 6,530,757 10,352,167 12,483,908
Census for 1905, Lumber & Timber Products, Bull. 77.
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CAUSES OF EXHAUSTION OP THE SUPPLY. FOREST RESTORATION
Forest Fires
One of the great causes of the exhaustion of our forests is
the forest fire that continually rages during the dry months of
summer. There are numerous instances where thousands upon
thousands of acres of choice timberlani are burned throughout
the Pacific Coast. The fires are very destructive and are cause
of much loss to the lumbermen and other owners who are holding
timberlands for investments. Only recently a large timber fire
raged in the region of western Oregon and caused a loss of
many millions of dollars of valuable timber land. There are
many means now employed to stop the spread of these destruct-
ive fires, such as digging ditches, keeping up a patrol, erection
of fire stations and clearings around tracts of timber desired
to be saved.
It has been estimated that there are more feet of lumber
destroyed every year by these fires than is marketed in the whole
Pacific Coast states. One can see with these figures the really
destructive power forest fires have on our lumber resources.*
The most danger of forest fires of course is during the
dry season when every bit of debris and brush becomes like so
much tinder. The danger is further emphasized by the presence
of the dry inflamable quantity of slash lumber on the logged over
lands. Fire on these areas is of the fieriest character and
when once started is extremely difficult 00.0 often impossible
to check. The fires often start from camp fires, sparks from
engines or logging locomotives and sparks from the pipes of
Control of Forest Fires at McCloud, Calif., Cir. 79, U.S.F.D.
tII
I'
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persons passing through the forests.
Another cause of the depletion of our forests is that of
reckless lumbering. The lumbermen of Washington and Oregon are
especially negligent of the supply of raw material, and cut out
of the forests only the marketable lumber and leave thousands of
feet of lumber that could bring good prices in a country where
where timber is dear. When a tract of land has been cut overj
the lumbermen often talce fuses and place them in the trees and
set fire to them in order to clear the land for agricultural
purposes, and to bring a better price on the cut-over lands.
The Jogging of pulp wood and railv;ay ties are especially des-
tructive to the forests because the loggers only take the
small trees. One of the causes for reckless lumbering is that
of taxes. The lumberman is usually taxed very heavily on the
land he owns, and it is apparently to his interest to get rid
of the timberland as soon as possible. This policy of drastic
taxation results inevitably in the reckless cutting of timber,
and if this is continued to the con^jletfc destruction of the
forests. An additional reason for reckless lumbering often
given by lumbermen is that the owner of the land has specified
that only timber of a certain height and width is wanted, and
that the rest shall go for slashings. The loggers often cut the
timber with great carelessness and are^not careful about the
manner of handling and waste probably
.
one-fourth of each tree,"^
The land frauds that have been going on for a number of
years, and which have been indulged in by people who were in polit-
ical power in Washington and Oregon is a disgrace to our country.
The Drain upon the Forests, R. S. Kellogg, cir.129, U.S.P.D.
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Only a short time ago a United States Senator was convicted of
"land -grabbing" and other fraudulant practices. Many of the
railroad of the west were guilty of land frauds and other mannerB
of defrauding the government. The land frauds are in a large
measure due to the tyranny on the part of a certe-in number of
corporations who acquire title to large areas of land adjacent to
land they Q\m, They do this by means of eiqployees who take up
the homestead rights of 160 acres, and then assign their inter-
ests to the corporation hiring themt Then again fraudulant par-
ties file dlaim to desirable lands for the purpose of holding
the same for investment. In 1906 the record of the Departmait
of the Interior shows that 500 indictments for land frauds were
rendered against the people who v;^ere attempting to cheat the
government in the acquiring of firoperty. Land laws which are
given in Appendix No. v need a revision as the government is
far too lenient with this class of people who are robbing it
right and left
.
Within the last few years the United States government has
taken an interest in the preservation of our forests and has
begun a system of scientific forestry upon the lands under the
control of the government.
For many years the lumbermen were the foes of the foresters
and did all in their power to curtail their work, but of late
years they have taken an entirely different attitude towards
scientific forestry. The people are beginning to realize that
if the forests are destroyed that it will be only a few years
before the magnificient forest areas of the United States will tee
a thing of the past and that we shall be without a timber supply.
tfse of the Natl. Forests, Gifford Pinchot, U.S. Forestry Dept.
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People have found out that the flevelopTnent of forests is a vital
question to railroads, an. that if the re is not a permanent supply
of wood the business of the railroad will decline. Those indust-
ries mpHH which depend upon timber supply would then not be able
to exist. The railroads are also interested in the problem of
producing ties. We can only figure on the basis of former
years what the demand has been to foresee into the future and to
notice how small a provision we have made for the restoration of
our forests. The industry at the present time ranks fourth in
the United States, but this ranking would soon be lowered were
it not for tha workings of the Forestry Department. President
Roosevelt says : "Forestry is the preservation of forests by wise
use." He says "Forestry means the making use of the forests not
only to the settlers, the ranchers, the miners, but incidentally
to the man wRo may live hundreds off down the course of some
great river."' Mr. Gifford Pinchott, in an article on the Lumber-
man and Forester says "I figure it will t^e about forty years
in v/hich to get a second crop of timber on cut-over land." He
also presents some interesting figures on the investment in
timberland by means of scientific forestr^^, as follows, "We take
the stuinpage at its present value, with the taxes as they now stand
and we estimate the expenses of protection against fire and
theft. We find in this particular case that the returns on the
capital invested for forty years is 6^ net. That is calculated
on the basis of the present value of stumpage. The matter be-
comes then simply a question of whether it is worth your while
to take the incidental risk and hold your land for forty years
rather than put your money into something else. " The following
Forestr:^^ and the Lumber Supply, cir. 25, U. 8. Forest Dept.
i

is a table of the results obtained
means of scientific forestry:
for a period of five years
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by
Results of Business Forestry
Fiscal Yr. Area, Nat. Total Total Exp. Def.
July 1 - Forests, Gross Expendit- Deficit per per
June 30. June 30,06 Revenue ures Acre Acre
Acres
1901-2 59,966,090 $25, 431 .87
•
$325, OOQ. 00
.
$299, 568.13
.
•0054 $.0050
1902-3 62,962,849 45,838.08 300,013.50 254,175.42 .0048 .00
1903-4 63,027,884 58,436.19 379,150.40 320,714,21 .0060 .00
1904-5 85,693,422 73,276,15 508,886.00 435,609.85 .0059 .00
1905- 6 106,999,138 7 67,219.00 979,519,00 212,300.00 .0091 .00211)
Many of the large lumber companies as the Weyerhauser Lumber Co.
the Pacific Fir. Co., The Edwards Co., and others are rapidly
turning their "cut-over" land into the hands of practical forest-
ers, and are having the lands replanted so that as soon as the
crop is ready there will be a succeeding crop to take its place
in the forest. Many of the l\imbermen are buying up tracts of
land cut over several years ago and are having it replanted
more orless as an investment, and also to replenish their deplet-
ed lands in future years.
The price of stumpage is far more stable than that of lumber
and responds very tardily to changes. The price of stumpage
has always been artificially depressed and has lagged far behind
the constantly increasing value of liimber.
The following represents an average of receipts that can be
obtained by scientific forestry;
The Value and Management of Government Timber
^^^^^»^y^^Qp^t
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"A sale of twelve million feet of lumber was recently made on
one of the national forests on the Pacific Coast at the rate
of $5.00 per M. The proceeds from the sale of the timber alone
will be $60,000. The timber averages 8000 feet par acre and
covers 1500 acres. If the sale had been made under the Timber
and Stone Law {see appendix No. V) it would have yielded $3,7 50
for both timber and land."
The effect of the National Forests upon prices particularly
where there is still a great deal of available timber, is to
raise the price of slumpage towards its intrinsic value by with-
drawing the excess supply of low priced timber from the market.
On the other hand as the supply of timber decreases and values
are forced upward by holding for speculative purposes, the for-
ests will be or act as a check and tend to stop the advance in
prices and make them lower.
Scientific forestry in one manner aids an investment but
in other ways it tends to keep the prices at a minimum and there
is not much fluctuation in stumpage near a forest. The way scien
tific forestry aids an investment^ is that a person may place his
capital in some barren land and plant the land with trees and
after a period of about forty years he will have a return of
about 6^ to 8^ on his money during the period of investment, Ihe
investors or people who are merely making money ^ile the crop
is in its poorest condition do not welcome the intrusion of the
scientific forester.''
The Forest Preservation and National Prosperity, Cir,25.
U,5,Porestry Dept
,
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FOREIGN TRADJ?
We began to trade with Encland and other countries soon
after the colonies were formed. The forests of New England
furnished the ships of foreign countries with excellent naval
supplies and a very profitable trade sprang up as a result of
thisconimerce. In the year 1731 the exports from the colonies
of Virginia and Maryland showed a total of ^15,00 worth of timber,
and in 1770 the exports from all the colonies amounted to $686,588
During the period of the Embargo and the War of 1812 the lumber
industry suffered vsry materially on account of the restrictive
legislation both in the United States and in Europe. The exports
in timber fell from$48,699, 572. in 1806 and 1807, to $4,433,646.
in 1807-8. The following table will show the decline in shipping
certain kinds of raw material for these years.
Year
1807
1808
1809
1810
Logs and
Hewn Timb
.
fee't
48,856
7,412
29,342
103,294
Shingles
number
76,890,000
17,612,000
34,947,000
43,122,000
Masts and
spars
value
$21,084
2,888
19,146
141,163
In 1854 we made a reciprocity treaty which lasted unt il
March 17, 1866. The following table of exports to Canada will
show the effects of the treaty on the lumber trade ."^
Defenbaugh, The History of the Lumber Industry in America.
Chapter 31.
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Yaar Tliihflr Hflwn ShinclQ s
thousands
Sawed Lumbor
1853 11,589 622 2,436
1854 8,729 421 2,208
1857 11, 526 21,743 88,435
1860 2,582 714 2,444
1865 1,392 305 4,665
1868 9,936 1,013 6,401
This treaty was found to work disadvantageously to the
United States and was discontinued in 1866.
During the Civil War pitch pine was the only wood that
suffered from exportation, due to its location in the central
South. The Union kept a very close blockade so that very little
timber left southern ports. While the war was in progress the
lumber exports grew into enoraous proportions, and reached its
high water mark of thirteen percent of the total ejcports of the
United States for the year 1865. This was probably due to the
fact that there was no cotton exported during this period. The
percentage has never been reached since that time. The following
table gives the value of forest productions exported during the
(Refer to Appendix No. I for exports 1870-1905.
)
Year Unmanu fac tu red Manufactured Total
1860 §6,249,768 13,782,209 $10,031,977
1862 5,965,261 ' 2, 698,247 8,653,508
1864 9,748,280 2,306,332 12,054, 612
1865 13,996,959 3,425,498 17,422,457
1866 11,544,163 1,868,729 13,402,892
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In 1897 the highest point was reached in the importation of
this commodity from Canada, preceding the adoption of the Dingley
Bill, which amounted to 883,770,000 feet of lumber. The duty of
two dollars per thousand forced the lumber down to 353,134,000
feet imported from Canada the next year.
Prom the period directly after the formation of our governnent
we found foreign markets for our surplus lumber products. At the
present time we export forest materials to practically every
civilized country of the world, though England is our principal
purchaser. The following table for 1905 will show the exports
from the United States to foreign countries, and also gives the
percentage each country receives:
Total Value of Export s for 1905 was t45 » 459, 5 47
.
Country Value Country
United Kingdom $11,142,577 24.5 Prance
Dom. of Canada 5,307,841 11.7
Value ^
South America
Netherlands
Mexico
Germany
West Indies
5,288,090 11.6
3,640,062 8.0
3,199,649 7.0
Oce€Lnia
Africa
Italy
^2,183,183 4.8
1,704,816 3.8
1,340,887 3.0
1,335,859 2.9
Central Amer. 872,527 1.9
3,035,959 6.7 Asia 851,370 1,9
2,808,342 6.2 All other 2,728,186 6.0^
countries "^-^
The large part of the timber of United States
is consumed at home, yet there has been an increasing foreign
trade the last few years. In 1870 the exports constituted 5,3 ^
of the total lumber product. This figure was about the same for
the years 1880 and 1890. In 1900 however, we exported 7.lX» while
in 1905 we eicported 7.8/ of the total production of lumber in the
Defenbaugh, History of the„ Lumber Industrie in America.
Chapter 31.

United States. The most marked recent increase in exports are
those sent to Europe, which in 1895 amounted to only $12,033,442.
while in 1905 the amount was $23,955,225., showing an increase
of 99. iX. The exports to the United Kingdon amounted in 1995
to $6,147,493., and in 1905 to $11,142,577, showing an increase
of $4,995,084, or 81,3^, The exports to Germany in 1895 were
$1,562,077., and in 1905, to $3,036,969., an increase of $1,473,882
or 94,4X. The exports to the Netherlands in 1895 was $943,029.,
while in 1905 they amounted to $3,540,062., an increase or ^,697^33.
or 286^, The exports to Belgium in 1895 iBere $412,314., and in
1905 amounted to $1,170,838., showing an increase of $768,534.,
or 184^, The exports to France in 1395 were $892,042., while
in 1905 they were $2,183,183., showing an increase of $1,291,141.,
or 144. 7^.
Practically all the lumber imported in the United States
comes from Canada. In fact Canada contributed 98. 2^ of the total
amount imported in the United States in 1905. (Appendix No. Ill)
In the exportation of forest products froia the United States
the Atlantic Coast exports 45^ of the total amount, the Gulf states
36.lX> the northern border and lake ports 8.7/, the Pacific Coast
states, 6.7X> while the Mexican border exports only 2>,5^.
The e^orts of sawed timber in 1906 were 552,548,000 feet,
of which Europe took two-thirds. The following table shows the
relative amount to each country;
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The Following Ta^l® Shows the Principal Wood Products
Ej^jor
t
"e
d' Beg innin g Wi ih. 1"8"21>
Year Timber
tons
Shingles Sawed
M Eum. , ft •
Masts^ &
Spars
1821 15,220 53, 583 76,244 54, 627
1831 32,335 23,122 65,045 7,806
1841 61,249 37,759 93,049 58,991
1851 13,372 34,871 100,604 70,095
1861
1871 7,
8,821
cu ft
.
115,007
30,078
23,254
132,332
154,830
56,261
244, 682
1881 22, 961, 618 60,790 320-602 774,901
1891 24, 784,406 42,463 642,730 2, 274,102
1901 49, 118,031 39,255 087, 801 3, 608,092
1902 total val. of wood products |51,836,
1903 It II n It 63,206,
1904 It It n It 61,253,
Defenbaugh, The History of the Lumber Industry in America.
Chapter 31.
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Out of this amount Germany received 45^^ of the shipments to
Europe, the United Kingdom 29.2^, the ITetierlands 15.7^, Candda
received 52. 6^ of the shipments to North America, Mexico 12.2^,
Quatamala, 11. e^* and Panama 9.1^
The total amount of boards
,
deals, and planks exported for
1906 were 1,344,607,000 feet. Of this amount one-third went to
Europe, one-third to North America, one-fourth to South America.
The following table shows the amounts exported to the various
countries:
Europe 473,994,000 36.2^
North America 397,391,000 29.5
South America 316,909,000 23.6
Oceanea 83,971,000 6.3
Asia 43,019,000 3.2
Africa 29,323 »000 2.2
The United Kingdom received 40^ of the exports to Europe,
Netherlands, 20.4X> Germany 17 .l^ » Belgium 6,7^, In the shipment
to North America Cuba received 34.2/, Mexico 28^, and Canada
25.lX« The Chinese Empire received S5^ and Japan 8^ of the ex-
ports to Asia.'^
Prom the year 1894The Lumber Record Bureau of SanFranclsco
has been keeping data showing the domestic and foreign shipiients
of redwood. Most of the redwood is produced in Humboldt,
Mendocino and DelKorte counties, California, and is shipped by
boat to the various countries. The foreign shipments from these
c ounti es for the year 1906 are as follows: (Appendix No. II)
Defenbaugh, The History of the Lumber Industry in America.
Chapter 31.
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Europe ; 362, 511, 000 ft. 65.6^
North America 84,114,000 15.2
Asia 44,901,000 8,1
Oceania 36,110,000 6.5
South America 13,637,000 2.6
Africa 11,275,000 2.0
The exports of hewn timber in 1906 were 3,517,046 cubic feet,
over three-fourths of which went to Europe and one-fifth to Morth
America. The followins table will show the relative position of
the countries importing from the United States:
Europe 2,632,571 cu.ft. 74. 9^
North America 726,893 20.7
South America 124,434 3.5
Africa 33,148 .9
Of the amounts exported to Europe, the United Kingdom took
52.8^ Of the hewn timber exports, Netherlands, 32^, Germany 5.5^
Prance 4.9;^, Cuba received 45. 8^ of the exports to North America
andCanada 39, S^* In South America Columbia received 91.^ and
Argentinia 9/ of the total of 4.5^ exported to South America.
The following is the classification of the exports of logs
and other timber in 1906 to the various countries, valued at
^3,866,300. There was exported about 62^ of this amount to
Europe and 37. 3^ to North America.
Europe |2, 394, 535 62
North America 1,442,476 37.3
Oceania 18,446 .5
South America 9,193 .2
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Australia and
Oriental Ports
19,974,087 bd.ft, 47. 0^
South America 12,473,283 29.4
MexL CO and
Cent. America
4,441,251 10.4
Hawaiian Islands 3,729,191 8.8
Europe and
Africa 1,889,296 4.4
The total amount of redwood exported was 42,507,108 bd.ft.
or about 6.5^ of the total redwood produced in 1906. The exports
of 1906 were about four times those of 1894 and six times as much
as in 1895.
The total amount of redwood shipped from California from
1894 to 1907 was 332,056,620 Bd/ft
.
, of which 46.4/ went to
Australia dmd the Orient, 19.5 to the HawaiicUi Islands. There
was exported to Europe and Africa 15. 3^ and to South America 9.5^,
while 9.3X 'S'^as escported to Mexico and Central America. The most
steady increase is illustrated in the shipments to Australia and
the Orient, which in 1894 amounted 1,950,024 bd.ft, while in 1906
it was ten times greater or 19,974,087 bd.ft. There has been a
gradual falling off of European exports since 1894. It was
4,890,041 feet in 1894 and gradually rose to 9,586,135 bd.ft. in
1903, but in 1906 the esqjorts were only 1,889,296 Kd.ft. The
exports to South America increased measurably in 1906 when they
were three times more than'1905 and twice as much as any previous
year except 1905. The following table will show the various
shipments of red wood from these three counties from the year 1894
to 1907/
The Lumber Record Bureau of SanPranci sec. Years 1894=1907
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Australia Hawaii- Europe South Max. &
Year an(n5ri]en- an'TsT . & Africa TGnVrTca Centr^ Tote.!,-
TaT Ports bdTff. TcT.'fT. BdTH". ^^eVica
"TJ-iV. bdVft. ,/ ,
.
1894 1,950,025 2,430,793 4,890,041 662,277 1,477,597 11,410,733
I
«95 2,315,490 3,499,948 74,983 1,530,740 7,421,161
»96 5,568,278 3,422,193 5,631,999 496,452 1,843,320 16,962,242
•97 7,357,582 3,347,759 6,656,156 2,344,598 1,639,463 21,345,558
»98 4,998,683 5,720,401 6,285,256 1,563,700 501,913 19,059,953
•99 8,580,012 8,211,591 4,504,139 1,415,613 895,738 23,607,093
1900 13,196,976 9,406,120 1,077,766 1,079,035 1,833,305 26,593,202
•01 18,548,766 9,473,923 910,495 5,899,979 2,638,847 37,472,010
•02 17,023,997 5,487,918 3,829,906 3,944,348 30,286,169
•03 23,753,482 4,104,457 9,586,135 458,094 4,516,167 42,418,335
•04 13,925,738 3,088,115 4,064,694 998,268 1,426,395 23,503,210
•05 16,835,150 2,822,321 1,532,500 4,167,466 4,112,409 29,469,846
•06 19,974,087 S^XSQjijL^ L>11%»296 32,475,283 4, 441 ,251 42,507,108
Tot.l64,02a,266 64,744,730 30,858,383 31,623,748 30,801,493 332,056, 620 ^
46.4 19.5 15.3 9,5 9.3 100.
There are no exact figures given upon the e::q}orts of Bouglas
fir, but there are very good statistics upon the shipments of
lumber from V/ashington and Oregon. This information was com -
piled from data furnished by the Pacific Lumber Trade Journal
of January 1907. The total amount exported from the two states
of Washington and Oregon was 391,666,169 board feet, or about
6^ of the cut of Doufelas fir in the two states during the year 1906
Washington furnished 69.5/ and Oregon 30.5/ of the Douglas fir
exported. For the statistics showing where this lumber was ex-
ported, see Appendix No. 4. We can see by this table that 23.3/
^^Xumber' aii"fi~Trade Report of SanPrancisco , January 1907.
I
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of Washington's shipments went to Australia, 21.6^ to Chili,
11. 3^ to China, 10. 3^ to Hawaiian Islands. The shipments from
|
Oregon to China amounted to 57,7^, to Austreilia 19,2^, Europe Q,^ I
i
and the Phillippine Islands 6,^. For the table showing the foreign
shipments of lumber from Washington and Oregon for the years 1894
|
to 1907, see Appendix No. II. The report as shown in Appendix No,II»
gives the shipments of lumber from the two states of Washington
and Oregon with the total amounts exported for the period of
thirteen years. The total number of feet was 3,068,416,182 bd.ft.
The following percentages of the total were sent to the various
countries as follows; Australia 21.5^, China and J apain 17.8^,
South America 16.6/^, Hawaiian Islands, 12.5/, Africa 7.4/, Phillip-
in Islands between 4/ and 5/, and 6/ for all other countries. The
markets in Australia for Washington and Oregon timber has. increased
grea.tly. In fact the shipments for 1906 were three times as much
as in 1894. A very great increase in exports of lumber to China
and Japan took place in the period ft-om 1894 to 1906. In the
year 1894 the amount e3q>orted to these two countries was 4,578,026
board feet, while in 1906 it was 101,299,343 bd.ft
.
, or about 22
times as much as in 1894. The naily Consular and Trade Report
for November 18, 1907 states that the sale of American lumber in
China is undoubtedly on the decline. It says as follows: "When
TsingTau started a few years ago many Pacific Coast cargos came
here, but there had been no ships in for a long while and the
stock on hand is large. The cause for this is probably the high
price, for while the better quality of our lumber is well recog-
nized, most of the building at present is being done by natives,
and they prefer the Japanese wood because it is cheaper." South
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America shows an increasing market, while exports to the Hawaiian
Islands and Africa have fallen off somewhat. Yet this will event-
ually brace, and in future years will become one of the moi^t im-
portant trade centers for Pacific lumber. The natives of these two
countries will demand a larger supply of timber as soon as the
countries are in a more settled condition. Kellogg estimates the
amount of wood cut for all purposes in the United States in 1906
at twenty billion cubic feet, and the quantity exported was two
per cent of the total amount of wood cut.
Many people invest their savings in the timber lands of Wash-
ington, Oregon, and California, with the expectation of having
the value of the products rise, due to the foreign trade. The for-
eign trade stimulates the industry greatly, as it furnishes a
market for the large amount of timber other than produced for home
consumption. There are people who claim that if it were not for
the foreign trade, (althjough it amounts to only two per cent of
the wood cut) the lumber industry would not occupy the position
it does. One reason that makes foreign trade in Washington and
Oregon much more brisk, is the fact that the navigable rivers furn-
ish ai easy means of transportation to the sea coast. Thousands ef
feet of lumber are shipped from the mouth of the Columbia River
for the coast -wise trade. One lumberman wrote me under date of
December 25, 1907, that with the advent of the Panama Canal the
foreign trade would increase over two hundred per cent in one year,
and that many people were buying large quantities of the heavy
Douglas fir in Washington and red wood in California, with the
expectation of enormous rise in the prices of raw material, due
to the building of the Panama Canal. Mr. Miller, the Director of
the Forestry School at the University ofWashJ-ngton, Seattle, Wasli
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wrote under date of May 15, 1908, as follows: "The canpletion of
the Pana ma Canal will undoubtedly accellerato the development of
the Pacific northwest very greatly, and there can be no question
that it will make investments for the future even more favorable
than they are at the present time." Mr. R. E. McNaughton of
Wausau, Wis., bought several million feet of Douglas fir, which
is now used for naval supplies and heavy building material, with
the e3q)eotation that the Panama Canal when finished would raise
the value of the timber lands. Numerous investments of similar
character could be mentioned where people have bought land with
heavy timber on it with the expectation of a rise in prices due
to foreign trade. On account of our expansion in the eastern
countries there will be numerous markets created for enterprising
western lumbermen.
\
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THE TARIFF QUESTIOIT WITH REGARD TO LUMBER
During the colonial times the tariff was not of much im-
portance, but after the formation of the Constitution of the
United States, the country began to look forward for a suitable
tariff in order to defray the running expenses of the Qovernment
,
The features embodied in the tariff of July 4, 1789, relating to
lumber, were, import duties on cabinet wares, canes, walking
stocks and whips, amounting to a duty of 7 1/2 % ad valorem. All
other wares and woods not enumerated were taxed a general duty of
five per cent. We can see by this that for a number of years
there was a duty on timber and other products, but after the
year 1792 to the present time l\imber was rarely if ever placed
on the import schedule.
The tariff of May 2,1792 placed unmanufactured wood on a
schedula known as the"free list." However, sawed lumber was not
admitted free of duty. The protective policies of the early gov-
ernment did not affect the tariff rates on forest products and
their manufactures except as noted above.
The Bmbargo and the Non-Intercourse Acts had the effect of
almost destroying our commerce, and the lumber industry suffered
immeasurably by these two Acts. The War of 1812 influenced con-
gress to raise the ad valorem duty from 15 per cent as imposed
in 1769, to a duty of 30 per cent.*
This duty lasted until 1832, when it was reduced to 2bfo on certain
articles. The duty on manufactured goods except manufactured lum-
ber renained at SO^. From 1833 to 1642 there was a gradual reduc-
tion of.lX every two years until the year 1842, when it was re-
Procter * s^ Ameri can Tariffs,. Chapters 1-5.
1
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duced to an average duty of 20/o.
The HThigs came into power in 1842 and passed a high tariff
law which placed rough lumber, sawed timber, and other items,
unmanufactured, on a dutible list. Some of the woods formerly on
the free list were placed on this list, such as rosewood, mahogany
etc., and all classed under a general duty of 15/o.
The tariff of 1846 materially reduced the duties, but the
tariff on unmanufactured woods was raised to 30^ ad valorem. This
in the previous act was admitted free. The next changes that
affected the lumber industry was a reciprocity treaty with Canada
on June 5, 1854 and which took effect Mar. 16, 1855, and lasted
until March 17th 1866. This treaty secured the free exchange in
natural products, including lumber, to June 27, 1866, when Canada
put an export duty on saw logs and shingle bolts of ^1.00 per
thousand and |l.00 per cord respectively. The rsciprocity meas-
ure had the effect of changing the balance of trade between the
two countries in favor of Canada, and this is one of the reasons
for its discontinuence
.
In 1857 the tariff was again reduced and the duty on lumber
was lowered to IS^^and on unmanufactured woods, to 24^. The year
1861 theMorrill tariff raised the duty on lumber to 20/, while
the duty on unmanufactured wood was reduced to 20^, There was
considerable agitation among the lumbermeai about this- time on
account of the extremely high tariff on lumber, and they began to
look around for ways to remedy it. The high duties affected the
lumbermen of the middle west and Lake region especially as it was
durir^ the period of reciprocity with Canada and t Canadian
lumber was seriously affecting the prices o f the American lumber.
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The tariff of 1870 restored lo^s to thefree list, but the
20^ ad valorem tax on lumber was retained. The year 1372 the
first specific tax was placed on lumber which amounted to $1. per
M. board feet measure, on hemlock, whitewood, sycamore and basswood ].
There was a duty of f^2. par M. on pine and other varieties of
sawed lumber. The tariff of 1872 also placed a specific tax of
15 cents p«- thousand onlath, 35 centsp«*M on shinsles and $2.00
perM on pine clap boards and $1.50perM. on spruce c Oap boards.
The tariff act of Apr. 3 1683, which went into effect July 1,
1883, and which lasted until October 1, 1890, placed logs on the
free list, but retained the tariff of $1. per K feet B.M. on
hemlock, whitewood, sycamore, and basswood lumber. The §2. per
M. on pine and other varieties was the same as in the previous
tariff. A specific tariff was also pl.aced on planed, grooved and
tongued lumber, amounting t o 50 cents for each additional side,
planed, grooved or ton^^ued. There was a charge of $1. for lum-
ber planed on one side, gongued and grooved, and |1.50 for lumber
planed on two sides, tongued and grooved.''
The conflict between the Canadian and American lumbermen
became so acute that same remedy was needed. Finally Mr. William
McKinley introduced a tariff bill in 1890 to the effect that the
tariff on Canadian lumber should be reduced from |2. per M. to
^1. per M, provided the Canadiaii government would remove its ex-
port duty of |2. per M feet on logs. This bill followed the
idea of the Morrill tariff schedules a great deal, the reductions
being on white pine lumber from §2. to $1. per M. This placed
white pine on the same basis as hemlock, basswood, sycamore and
whitewood. Howet?er, the sawed lumber still remained at |2. per M.
~~~"Defenbaugh, The History of the Lumber Industry of America.
Chapter 29.

The duty on white pine shingles was reduced to 20 cents a thousand
and other shinj^les 30 cents per M. ^ich formerly were 35 cents
a thousand, andpine clap board from $2. to $1. a M. Logs were
still on the free list as were some other articles on the previous
tariff. There was a retaliatory clause in the tariff of 1890
which provided that any country that _at tempted to charge on ex-
ports of lumbar from the United States would be forced to pay
the same duty as in previous tariffs.
The next important step, in fact the most important one in
twenty years in tariff legislation, which directly affected lumbers
was the Wilson bill of August 28, 1894. This tariff bill was
practically a free trade schedule of rates. In the first place
it remold the duty on dl fferent forms of sawed lumber, both rough
and dressed, with the exception of duties on cabinet woods,
pine and spruce clap boards, lath, pickets, shingles, staves,
hubs, block logs and bolts. It placed on the dutible list casks
barrels, shooks, toothpicks, house furniture and manufactured
wood. This caused many American manufacturers to go to Canada,
but they were hereconfronted with a tariff of 25/ on machinery,
so many remained in the Lake region or went west to the Pacific
coast. The South was materially affected by the intrusion of
Canadian lumber, and numerous appeals were sent to Congress seek-
ing the repeal of the Wilson bill. When the republican party
secured control in 1896 the, idea of restoring duties on lumber
was advocated very strongly.*
The last step of the tariff legislation was enacted in the
Dingley bill which passed July 24, 1897. The duties were as fol-
lows; Timber hewn, sided or squared, 1 cent per cu.ft.; sawed
Defenbaugh, Historv of the Xiimber Industry in America.
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boards, planks and doals of whitewood, basswood and sycajnore,
$1. per M. board measure; the duty on sawed lumber not otherwise
provided in the act w£.s to be i|^2. per M. B.M., when tongue grooved
or sided, 50 cents for each additional thousand B.M.; sawed boards
of various kinds made of cane wood, cedar or ebony and not mentioned
before, were taxed a general duty of 15/ ad valorem; a duty of
25 cents a M. on lath and 30 centsP^M. on shingles completed
the duties imposed on lumber. On the free list were placed logs
and round, unmanufactured timber. Cedar, ebony, rosewood and all
forms of cabinet woods in the rough or partly hewn , were also
placed on the free list.
The Canadian government was bitterly opposed to the attitude
of the United States government, and passed retaliatory measures
forbidding the importation of logs from the United States. The
Canadians resented the Dingley bill as to interference of vast
importance to their government. They are, however, glad at the
present time that they did not lose the large amount of virgin
timber that would have been lost had the Wilson bill stayed
in effect.'
The tariff question is one that vitally affects the Pacific
coast lumberman, and if the tariff on Canadian timber, amount ing to
$2.00 was removed it would seriously hainper the industry. This
was clearly shown when the different sections of the country began
to clamor for the measure known as the Dingley Bill. There was
a period from the time of the operation of the Wilson Bill *ntil
its repeal, that the country was on a more or less" free trade
basis^ as far as lumber was concerned. The lumbermen claimed that
their industry was being mined by importation of Canadian lumber
"""^Defer^bauihT History of the Lumber Industry in America.
Chapter 29.
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duty free. This would undoubtedly work doubly hard for the lumber
men on the Pacific Coast at the present time, as there is a con-
siderable disadvantage existing, due to the enormous freight rates
hard
, .
and the long ^c all to eastern markets. If the duty was removed il
would be much more to the advantage of the Canadian lumbermen to
ship their products through the states and to compete in the same
field as the Pacific Coast lumber. The resources of Canada are
almost untouched as compared with ours, and the haul is much
shorter, so that consumers are able to secure lumber at a reduced
figure
.
There is considerable lumber being kept from the email coun-
tries by the rates on lumber.*^ For instance, the duty in South
American countries on lumber imported^mostly from the United States
is 15^ to 25^ ad valorem for square meter and kilog of lumber. In
Germany the tariff rates on lumber rough., or simply cut in
lengths, or roughly hewn the rate is 100 kilog. for 120 marks. The
duty here plainly discriminates in favor of home lumber, when
it saj-s that^wood for building and industrial purposes of inhab-
itants and manufacturers who reside on frontier districts, is
admitted free." In Prance there is a duty and an additional tax of
4^ included on which there is a maximum and a minimum rate . The
rate on wood planed or grooved is |5. per 100 kilog., general tarif]^,
and $3.50 minimum tariff. In Russia there is a general and a
conventional tariff on building material^ consisting of wood, planks
etc. The general tariff amounts to |6. while the conventional
tariff is only |3.00, There is no duty whatever on lumber sent to
England or to Sweden. We can see by these duties what the merchant
has to contend with when shipping the Pacific lumber into foreign
Kelley^ Custom Tariffs of the World, 1905.
.J.
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parts. There is very little doubt but what the duty on lumber
that is imported from the Pacific Coast states by South Americetn
countries, Australia, and the Eastern countries will be materially
reduced after the completion of the Panama Canal.
The tariff question is always more or less the determining fae
tor in speculation. Many people will not attempt to invest in
temberland while there is an adjustment in the tariff. They have
a fear that if certain tariffs, similar to the one imposed in
1894, are passed, that they will have the effect of greatly low-
ering the value of timber. As a general fule, people who invest
in timber lands want the tariff to remain without any change as
lumber is aji article which is usually placed on the tariff. One
of the reasons for wanting a steady tariff is that the flood of
Canadian lumber upon our market would lower the stuinpage value
and consequently embarrass their investment. The tariff question
on the face does not seem to be such a prominent factor as it
really is. Many people do not consider how a snail change in low-
ering of duties would bring about a disasterous effect in their
timber investments.
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OWNERSHIP OF TIMBER LMDS ON THE PACIFIC COAST
In the three- states of Washington, Oregon and California
the United States government has made reservations and national
parks in sections of very valuable timber land.
The following is a list of the forest areas with Uie number
of acres of each in the three states. In California the follow-
ing forests are:
Name Acres Name Acres
Diamond Mountain 641,137 SanGabriel 555,395
Klamath 1,896,313 SanJacuilo 751, 439
Lassen Park 897,115 SanLuisObrispo 363,350
Modoc 288,218 Santa Barba 1,982,100
Mont ery 335,195 Shasta 1,523,77(
Primacies 14,108 Sierra 5,049,934
Plumas 597,520 Stanilaus 1,296,800
SanBermardino 737,120 Story Creek 883,405
Trinity 1,243,042 Tahoe 1,394,772
Warner Mountains 306, 518 Trabrico Canon 109,920
Total .
.
21,849,171 acres.
In Oregon the following are the forests reserved •
Name Acres Name Acre
Ashland 172,800 Cascade 5,886,840
Blue iwOuntains 3, 603,920 Coquille 148,317
Bull Run 142,080
Census for 1905, Lumber & Timber Products, Bull. 77.
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Total 16,463,535 acres.
In Washington the following forests are reserved:
A8in8 Acrds i^aind Acres
U0XV1118 ooy> 0-&U nanier O Pi Afi 7 AH<sS, 000 , ( 0\J
ui.yiapic -L> oy^i oou wasninguoii O, OXU , ' t\J
jriest Kiver 4Ud,o<su wenana p Annoxo , ftuu
Total 12,065,500 acres/
In California about One -third of the wooded area of 45,000
sq. mi. isreserved. Yellowstone Park includes an area of 1590
square miles. It is estimated that one-quarter of the wooded
supply of the state of Oregon, or about 55,000,000, 000, ft. of
timber is reserved.
Kellogg estimates that about one -fifth of our wooded
area in the United States (estimated by him to be about 700,000,000
acres) is innational forestsor a state forests, and that four-fifths
is either in private hands or likely to pass into private hands.
The Twelfth Census says that in the state of Washington
reserved areas amount to 9,500 sq. mi. In California 15,337 sq.
mi. and in Oregon 7,271 sq. mi.
Craft estimates in his bulletin on forestry preservation
that four-fifths of the forests of the country and thjose in general
Colliers Encyclopedia Gazette 1905, U.S. Forest Reservation.
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most productive and accessible are in the hands of private timber
owners in the three Pacific Coast states.
The forest reserves and national parks set apart by the
U. S. Government within the limit of these three states aggre-
gate an area of 32,428 sq. mi., or more than 22^ of the total
wooded area of these states. In Oregon alone the standing timber
on reservationsfiguredat 55,000,000,000 ft. or one-fourth of theA
state supply in the hands of the government.
The act of June 3, 1878, known as "The Timber and Stone Act*
provided for the purchase of public lands at the uniform rate
of $2.50 per acre. This made it possible for settlers, miners
and other actual users to satisfy their needs. The records of
the general Land Office shows that in 1904 over 55,000 entries
were made under this act. These entries covered an area of
8,000,000 a^res. In 1907 the entries reached the ten million
mark. (See Appendix for Timber ana Stone Act.)
Many people speculate in land and hold the timber for a short
time with the expectation of a sudden rise in prices. There has
been several ways of defeating the aims of the government by
false registration, spoken of under the title of Land Frauds in
the United States.
The following will give the amount of timber land owned by
lumbermen in the three states and also gives the total for the
Pacific group and the total for the United States. The capital
invested, the area in acres, the average quantity of merchantable
timber per acre, the estimated total, quantity of merchantable
timber in million feet and the number of establishments or lumber
men are shown.
—
- »No. Pacific Ry. bulletins, 1907 Gen. Emigratn.Off

EBtlm.Toti
No. of Cap. Invest. Area in Av . Quant . Quant .Merch
1900 Estab. Acres Merchant. Tim. in Mil.
Tim.. Acre Feet
Total U.S. 8,888 $214,989,366 32,222,097 6,700 215,550.6
"Pacific Group 643 23,784,549 3,188,149 24,500 78,141.6
« Washington 275 8,195,054 1,184,925 18,300 21,702.1
" Oregon 212 2,186,171 825,687 24,500 20,351.8
" California 156 13,403,324 1,177,537 30,600 36,087.7
In California the estimated anount of standing timber owned by
Imnbennen is about one-si xtb or 34,000,000,000 feet of the total
standing timber in the state, while in Oregon there was reported
as owned a trifle over 20,000,000,000 feet, or about lo/ of the
estimated stand. In Washington there was reported 21,700 billion
feet of lumber, half consisting of redwood end one-third of yellow
pine^of one-tenth of the stand, as owned by lumbermen. In Wash-
ington the amount reported to be owned by lumbermen was 21,700
million feet, one-half of red fir and one-third of yellow pine.
In Oregon the red fir is estimated at 300 billion feet,
23,772 Million feet is owned by limbermen. This is a trifle
over 10^ of the total amount of standing timber.''
The following table will show the amount owned by the Nation-
al Qovemment, and the private and unreserved public forests^
Total Wooded National Private & Unreserv.
Area, Acres Forests Pub. Forests
California 28,608,000 21,902,931 6,705,069
Oregon - 34,752,000 16,463,535 18,288,465
Washington 30,528,000 12,065,500 18,776,000
We can see from this table that about two-sevenths of the
Census for 1905, Lumber & Timber Products, Bull. 77.
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timberland in California is owned by private parties and that
about five-sevenths is in National forests. In Orecon about |
one-half is in National forests and a slight fraction over one-
half is in the hands of private parties. In Washington two-fifths
is in the hands of the government and three-fifths in the hands
of private parties.
There are numerous opportunities for acquiring land by pur-
chase at very reasonable rates, due at the present time to the
stringency of the money market. Timber is really the last thing
that will move at this time, owing to the enormous shrinkage in
price and the arbitrary manner the railways are dealing with ship-
pers on the coast. The Pacific Monthly of April 1907 stated that
there were more people at the present time holding timber lands
for speculative purposes in Washington, and Oregon than there
were people in the manufacturing business. Accounts have been cited
of investments that people have made and there are many more
chances for similar investments. Just recently two young men
went out to Washington and started to secure options on tracts
of timber, and then went east and sold the option on the timber
lands and made handsome profits in their venture. Many people
who have about ten or fifteen thousand dollars, and who want to
invest in lands can wait until the present scare is over, can
almost double their money providir^ they have had sound advice
from some experienced land, broker.
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KINDS OP TIMBER ON THE PACIFIC COAST
|
The forests of the three Pacific Coast states of Washington,
-eel
Oregon and California furnish^ excel lent opportunity for investiga-
tions in the supply of raw material. We find an almost unlimit-
ed variety of trees, used for many lines of commerce but only the
ones employed for lumbering purposes will be discussed.
In the main the lumbering operations are confined to the
following regions:- In Washington the principal region extends
from the extreme western coast of the state bordering Canada,
to the northeastern source of the Columbia River, and thence
south, following the course of the stream to the state of Oregon
and west to the coast. There are several smaller patches of
trees scattered in northern and southeastern parts of Washington.
In Oregon the region extends from the Columbia River south
to the bcxinlary of California while the Cascade Mountains seem
to be the boundary line on the east. There is, however, a con-
siderable strip of timberland in the northeastern part of Wash-
ington which is densely grown.
In California the region extends from the northern bound-
ary of the state to SanPrancisco Bay and thence east to the
Yosemete Valley. There are a few heavily wooded sections in the
northern and western parts that are the densest areas of timber
land in the United States.^
The forest area mentioned, constituting practically all of
the lumber in the three states, comprises an area of 146,700
square miles. This is divided into the following proportions:
-
— ^ Twelfth Census. U.S.. Volt4i Mfg t • T.br.Product s J
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California with 44,700 sq.mi., constituting 22% of ite area;
Orecon with 54,300 sq.mi., constituting blfo of its area; end
Washington with 47,700, sq.mi
. ,
amounting to 11% of the area of
the state. It has been estimated that the total stand of timber
in the three states is 620,688,000,000 ft., divided among the
states as follows; California 200,000,000,000 ft.; Oregon
225,000,000,000 ft.; and Washington with 195,688,000,000 ft.
This estimate was made by government foresters and should be nearly
authentic. However, there are various estimates that differ
materially from, the one given by the Census of 1905. There are
several estimators who figure that the total stand of timber on
the pacific Coast is not more than 450,000,000,000 ft. One man
claims that there is about 610,000,000,000 ft. of timber remain-
ing on the Pacific Coast, but includes the timber of Idaho in his
estimate. Another estimator asserts that the total stumpage of
the Pacific Coast is over one thousand billion feet. This
however, seems outrageous. There is really no accurate figure
known further than to take an average of the various reports.
In the State ofWashington Douglas fir, hemlock, western
yellow pine, spruce, white pine cedar, white fir and tamarac are
the principal trees noted in the order of their importance.'^
Yellow pine is very extensive -east of the Cascade Range where it
is in predominence and in the region north of the Columbia River
it is inter^erssd with whi'te pine, tamarac and red fir. The
forests east of the mountains are much lighter than those on
the western slope. Red fir is the predominent tree found in
western Washington, and is extremely dense. The region near the
coast is covered by hemlock, cedar and sitka spruce, due to the
WeslTern Hemlock, T^Hen, Bull. 33, U.S. Forest Dept.
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damp climate which makes it impossible for other kinds of trees
to live. The Douglas fir is very thick in the region abounding
east of Puget Sound, and is often found with hemlock, white fir,
red fir, and whitepine. The Census of 1905 estimates the follow-
ing as a close figure on the amount of standing timber in this
state
.
Kind Billion
Red fir 90.593 ft.
Spruce 8? 221
Cedar 22,646
Hemlock , 41.571
Yellow pine 15.082
Total 195,688 ft.
There is one block of white pine near Glarkson in south-
eastern Washington consisting of 9,000,000,000 ft, which is said
to be the largest body of that wood now standing in the United
States.
In California the timber ranks as follows: red wood, west-
ern yellow pine, Douglas fir, sugar pine, spruce, hemlock and
cedar. There is an excellent belt of about 2,000 square miles
of red wood extending from the extremewest central part of the
state to Southern Oregon closely bordering on thePacific Coast,
varying all the way from five to twenty-five miles in width. This
strip is under the influence of the coast fogs and is the densest
wooded area in the world. The forests of redwood are almost
wholly pure and contain many gigantic trees varying all the way
from one to thirty feet in diameter, and many extend to a height
12th Census. Vol.4, Mfg., Lumber Prod., p. 800.
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Of 300 ft. About one half to two-thirds of each tree is clear
timber. By that we mean withoutkno ts or branches. Yellow
pine is found along the Sierra Nevada Mountains in very large
quantities , as in sugar pine. There is also a large quantity of
cedar and red fir mixed in with the forests west of the sierra
Nevada rai^ge
.
In Oregon Douglas fir, Yellow pine, hemlock, cedar and
spruce are the principal trees. In the area east of the Cascade
range the timber consists mostly of^ellow pine while on the west
the principal tree is red fir, hemlock, cedar and spruce. Doug-
las fir is very dense in Oregon and has been estimated to
amount to about fifty billion feet, while the yellow pine is
said to run about forty billion feet. There was reported from
281 mills in Oregon a cut of 1,076,695,000 ft. The cut of sugar
pine in 1905 was 3,083,000,000 ft., or 2 ^ of the total cut in the
United States.^
The best variety of timber at the present time for invest-
ment is undoubtedly the redwood, yellow pinf Douglas fir, hemlock
and spruce. There seems to be a greater increase in values for
these different trees from the statistics presented by the
Census of 1905 and estimates of lumber journals. A great mmy
people consider that Douglas fir is much superior for investments,
as they claim that there will be a more substantial increase iB
the values of stump age, ii this class of timber than in hemlock
or spruce. Still other people prefer yellow pine as they say
it will be inc. greater demand in a few years as the white pine of
Wisconsin is almost exhausted and the southern pine is going fast
Forestry and the Lumber Supply, Cir. 25, U.S.Forest Dept.
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and there will be an enormous demand for yellow pine. There has
been a considerable call for spruce so that the stumpage value
has risen a great deal. Hemlock a few years ago was a drug on tb
market but it is now being shipped in large quantities and is of
a much firmer quality than the Wisconsin hemlock.''
Western Hemlock, -Ed. Tallen» Bull. 33, U.S. Forest Dept.

Census for 1900 » Vol. 4, Mfg., and Lumber Product
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METHODS MD COST OF LUMBERING OR HANDLINQ TIMBER
The lumber industry on the coast states includes three very
separate operations, - in some cases it is carried on by the same
concern andin other cases separately.
The first is that of logging vfliich consists of felling the
trees in the forest, cutting them into lengths and transporting
them by rail or water to the mill. The raw :naterial of this de-
partment of lumbering consists in the standing timber and the
finished product is the logs delivered at the mills. One of the
aids in establishing an immense lumber business on the Pacific
Coast is the climate. There is not more than a week»s average
snow fall, each winter, and this leaves loggers frae to work
the whole year long. The snow acts as a haaper and the loggers
very seldom like it as it softens the roads made and"iced"for
hauling. The sheltered situation of the luiaber tracts of the
Pacific Coast States,which are cut by the Sierra Nevada slope
keeps the temperature about equal throughout the winter. In
California the cutting of redwood is extremely hard, and after
the trees are felled the limbs are burned to facilitate the re-
moval of the logs. Redwood stumps throw out a vigorous growth
and it does not take many months before thereare all fine sprouts.
Many tracts, "cut over-thirty or forty years ago are now famish-
ing marketable timber. The largest and oldest trees are found
on the slope of the Sierra Mts. The big trees represent the
former geologic age and yield a very meagre profit in logging
."^
In early days log teams of oxen and. horses pulled the logs
Scientific American, Vol. 88, 117.
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over to the mills on skid roads. These loss were dragged by being
fastened together by "dogs" and chains when the timber was near
the river. But with modern advancement in everything the loggers
use "narrow gauge railways" to draw the logs to the mills or
river, where they are made up into booms and floated to the mills.
There are many camps now that use the "Donkey Engines" to draw
logs to the tracks. The "Lumber jacks" then take the stamper
and the owner's name is stamped on each log. The logs are then
placed in the stream (if by water) and "log drivers" drive the
logs down the stream to the saw-mill. There are various ways used
in different parts of Washington and Oregon, varying from this
method. One method different, is that of logging the valuable
timber on the side of the mountain slopes. This is done by means
of a cable attachment weighing 12 1/2 tons stretching for a mile
or so and the logs are linked by means of pulley arrangement and
then taken to a feasible point for operations to begin. During
the period 1893, the panic drove nearly all the small loggers out
of business as they could not withstand the hard times, and the com
petition of the large concerns. Many large concerns that absorb-
ed the smaller ones were capitalized at millions and could afford
to build extensive railways ; and the small logger was at their
mercy. One concern has 80 miles of railway, 10 locomotives, 20
log cars and several "Donkey Engines,*^ and employes 400 men and
80 horses. There are numerous other instances where lumbering or
logging is carried on. on an extensive scale.
There are giant rafts running from Puget Sound to San Fran-
cisco which are 400 feet long and can accommodate five million
Scientific American Vol. 88 ~ 278.
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feet, rt is one of the most successful methods of transporta-
tion and saves mcmy dollars to the logcQ^s. The legging: of the
big trees of enoumous size and weight is not as profitable as
it should be. The reason for this is that when the trees are
felled there is much breakage due to the enormous weight of the
tree, and ih many instances gun powder, used to fell trees causes
the tree to splinter and thus entailing a loss*
I'he next operation is that of sawing, which is accomplished
in much the s&ue way everywhere. The logs are taken into the mill
by means of hooks and chains and then they are placed in various
saws and planers and edgers, as the sixe of the tree allows, and
the kind of lumber demanded. In the value of sawmill products,
as -khacfe in logsing,^ Wisconsin stood first at the Census of 19 05,
but Washington far surpassed it in the showing of the combined
logging and saw mill industry. This was due to the fact that
a large percent of independent oamgs turned out the logging
product. V/ashington advanced from sixth place to second place
in the years 1900 to 1905, California from twenty-second to tenth
place/
In the planing mill industry rough forms the principal
material, while the products are finished timber, such as ceiling,
flooring, sash, doors, blinds, and interior finish. Washington
reportedthe following, as the number of planing mills with the
following statistics for 1905; Ho. of Estab. 432; Capital
$7,999,385.; Average No. of Wage Earners 4,146; Wages $2,555,656.
Cost of Material Used $14,888,504; Value of Products $19,292,886.
Census for 1905 « Lumber & Timber Products, Bull. 77.
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California reported:
Estab. 3 63; Capital $11, 064, 2 69 ; Wa<:a Earners 5,52C; Waces
$4,074,386; Cost of Mat. $11,018,054; Val. of Prod. $18,818,481.
Oregon reported;
Estab. 271; Capital $3,293,820.; Av. No. of Wage earners 2,088;
Wages $41,355,277.; Cost of Mat $5,959,798,; Val . of Prod. $8*6CJ. 546
The location of most of the planing mills is away from cities.
However, some are located in cities. There was also a slight
advance in Oregon and California and Washington products of plan-
ing mills.
The transportation problem is a dilficult matter at the
present time and there are thousands of feet lying in yards ready
for shipment as soon as cars can be secured. There has been
such a shortage of cars the last two or three years that the
industry has suffered a marked loss. The following account taken
from the Chicago Tribune of Dec. 17, 1907 shows the attitude of
the railway men on the subject of transcontinental freight bus-
iness. "James J. Hill wr.B the principal witness today in the
hearing before the Interstate Coma^rce Commission of the com=
plaints of the Washington and Oregon Lumbar Associations against
the advanced rates on the railway lines of the North Pacific States.
"Mr. Hill said that the cost to the Great Northern oi handling
lumber traffic from the Northwest was far greater than the reven-
ue gained from it. The cars must be hauled by the Railways from
eastern points to Oregon and Washington practically empty. The
haul of four thousand miles costs the lines about $280. while the
revenue per car from the Northwest to the points of destination
Census for 1905^ Lumber & Timber Products, Bull% 77.
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of the lumbar products is about $200. It was decided, he said,
to increase the rates on lumber, not with any idea of prohibiting
the traffic in lumber from the Northwest , but merely with the
idea of protecting the interests of the railway lines."
Mr. Frank G. Miller in his letter to the writer says; "A
general regulation of railway rates by the Interstate Commerce
Commission would undoubtedly make investments safer, A case in
point is on Just now in connection with rates on lumber. There
was a fixed rate which held for some years during which time the
lumber men established definite regular markets for their prod-
ucts mostly in the Middle West. They had come to know just what
to depend upon and just what they could do with their surplus
supply. Now however, the railway companies have undertaken to
increase the rates and the matter is now before the Interstate
Commerce Commission pending their decision. Meanwhile the lumber
business is practically su fended throughout the state ofWashing-
ton, and the entire business is in a very unsettled condition,"
Prom this we can see the stan!%)0int of the raiT-vays in re-
gard to the transportation facilities. The Report published
by the Bureau of Statistics, Agri . and Immigration, issued by the
State of Washington for 1907, s^s that there will be five trans-
built
continental railways^ and that the difficulty of car shortage will
be overcome very shortly. This same book says that the completion
of the Panama Canal will force the railways to a more reasonable
rate, as it is very excessive at the present time. Victor H.
Beckman, Secy, of Pacific Coast Lumber Manufacturing Asso., in
an article in the Pacific Monthly ofApril 1908, says the follow-
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ing^ "The price of lumber at the point of manufacture on the
Pacific Coast is from ^3.00 to filO.OO less per 1000 feet than
anywhere else in the world. This is due to the distance from
the markets and the high freight rates. It is a fact that over
500 saw mills are today closed down in the Pacific Northwest, and
lumber is selling from $1.00 to $3.00 per M less than cost of
production, - all due to an advance in freight rates forced by
the transcontinental lined in fear of a financial flurry," "When
it is considered that a carload of lumber valued at less than $300.
pays a greater rate per car than tea, silk matting, canned goods,
etc., - all high-class merchandise, - to New York City, it would
seem that the transportation con^anies are not looking far into
the future." This brings up the question of transportation
facilities. According to the annual reports of the transcontin-
ental lines on file with the Interstate Commerce Commission for
the year 1906 the tonnage of forest products hauled by the Pacif-
ic Coast lines were as follows.
Tons
Northern Pacific 5,961,617
southern Pacific 4,571,491
Great Northern 2,789,306
Canadian Pacific 2,706,973
Oregon Ry. and Navig. Co. 920, 575
Total - , 16,949,762 Tons.^"*
There was shipped the year 1906 from the State of Washington
alone 110,000 cars of lumber and shingles at $280.00 a car, the
value $31,080,000 and the total from the coast was 175,000 cars =
Lumber Resources of Washington, - Victor H. Eerkman.
''Pac. Monthly, April »08. Miss. Val . Lumberman 1906-7.
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49,000,000. There was an equal amount shipped by boat alone
the coast. The coast trade is one of the most Important branches
of the transportation problem.
There are numerous instances "where the shipments were de-
layed as long as six months "en route" to destination. One in-
stance cited by the Pacific Monthly for Ipril 1908 was that of
a certain shipment from Seattle Wadiington to Chicago, 111., where
it took nine months to transport a carload of lumber. The rail-
roads have advanced the freight rates, twenty-five percent on
lumber and shingles. This went into effect November 1, 1907.
The old rates had been in effect for a period of fourteen years,
but the change was made in November in order that the railways
might get in on their share of the alleged profits. The effect
of this raise was almost instajitaneous, for on a margin of ^1.50
a M. the l^omberman could not absorb a rats of |3.00 advance, and
the result was that the consumer was forced to buy elsewhere .
The railroads have realized their error but are not willing
to correct it, yet they have thousands of cars lying idle as a
result of their raise in rates.
In regard to the tariff rates on lumber from the Pacific
Coast to western points very little could be obtained from the
railroads. A tarirff schedule showing the local freight tariff
for points in the state of Oregon and Washington to branches
connecting with the Northern Pacific Road was, however, received.
The tariff schedule is divided into six different groups, and the
rates vary per hundred pounds in each group and in different groups
ifor instance a shipment from Thorp, Wash., under Group A would
Northern Pacific Intrastate Tariff, No. 24295.
The Lumber Resources of Washington, -Victor H. Berkmani pac.Mthy
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he 15 cents; under Group B, 15 cents; and under Group C 17 1/2
cents, to points of destination in the two states. There is also
a di stance tariff rate in effect on the Northern Pacific Road fcr
for points on connecting lines or on main lines of 1 cent for
every five miles or under. For instance the tariff rate in cents
per hundred pounds for a distance of fifteen miles or under is
4 cents. Another instance is when the distance is 95 miles or
undei; to 90 miles the rate is 12 cents per hundred pounds.
The stand of timber in many parts of Oregon varies from 50,000
feet per acre to over 100,000 ft per acre. There are many town-
ships in Washingtcn and Oregon where the stand is solid for
over 100,000 ft. The redwood of California is much more than
125,000 ft. per acre in many places. In fact it is so thick in
some sections of the redwood belt that men can scarecely get an
accurate estimate of the standing timber. The red fir ranges
from 200 to 300 ft. in height to 20 ft. in diameter at places.
Many trees cut from four to six logs very easily.
The f ollov/ing was the stumpage value of sqw logs in the
three states in the year 1900.
Log StiHgpage Value Saw Logs Value''
California 1.16 4.63
Washington 0.80 5.14
Oregon 0.66 ' 4.46
The average stumpage value was ^2.18 per M. and the average
value of saw logs was |6.28 per M. In Washington where fir is
valued at |.8Q and the value of saw logs is |5.14, the differ-
ence, or $4.34 can be estimated as the value of logging operations.
Census of 1905. Lumber & Timber Products- Bull. 77,
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in Washington. From the same ficuring the estimated value for
Oregon is $3.80 per M. and for California $3.47.
Mr, Edwards, in a recent letter, said that he figured his
operations would cost him $5.00 per M. f.o.b. cars at the mills.
He also said there was much more waste in lumber in Washington,
than in what he found to be the case in Wisconsin. He claims that
it would hardly pay him to log some of the smaller timber as the
freight rates were so extraordinarily high. It is a great deal
mora expensive to log on Pacific Coast States than it was to
log in the Lake Region »as every article of use there is much more
expensive than in Wisconsin.
The value of government timber land like that of all other
timber land is of two kinds. First, the value for commercial
products and second, the value that cannot be measured by dollars
and cents, that is their clinatLc and hygienic value . This
second value affects distribution and influences climatic changes.
This is plainly shown in the difference of climate in the lake
states the last few years. Other cases of the affect of the re-
moval of forests is a ch-ange in climate of some of the western
states, and especially the New England States.''
The Value and Management of Government Timber Lands, -Eglest on
.
U. S. Forest Dept.
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EFFECTS OF MATERIAL OTHPJR THM LUMBER ON PRICES
One of the materials rapidly taking the place of lumber Is
concrete. There haw been several recent inventions made which
change the aspect of concrete and makes it one of most prominent
substitutes for lumber. Many concerns are advertising concrete
blocks as substitutes for lumber and from the rapid increase in
sales and the durability of concrete we can only Judge of the
probable inroad concrete will make on the lumber industry. Concrete
is used by means of reinforcement, and engineers claim that a
building properly constructed with reinforced concrete will last
anindefinite period. One of the main objections, however, to
concrete is that it tends to keep buildings dan^), and that build-
ings are not as warm as some of the ones constructed from timber.
The main advantage of concrete over lumber is of course its abil-
ity to withstand fire, and secondly, it is more durable.
Steel has for a number of years been used as a substitute
for lumber, especially in the construction of mamouth buildings
and ships. Steel frame work is much more substantial than wooden
frames, and it can stand a much heavier pressure. Buildings con-
structed of steel frame work with girders and bands are required
by many cities and towns in place of wooden buildings, as the
tendency to burn is lessened much by th.e substitutes. The steel
industry began to make a remarkable inroad on the lumber industry
about 1850 when many ships were constructed of iron and steel.
Many builders have steel portions in buildings in order to get a
cheaper rate of insurance on the buildings, as the insurance com-
panies make a much lower rate \vhen they know that a builder has

discriminated in favor of steel.
Brick has for a number of centuries been used as a substi-
tute for wood. It is used especially in places ^re lumber is
scarce and very dear. There is a similar disadvantage existing
in the use of brick as exists in concrete. Brick buildings
are more substantial and can withstand the elements much better
than wooden buildings, but in many cases when brick yards are
removed from the place of building it is far more expensive to
transport it than lumber. Another reason why some people prefer
lumber to brick buildings is that dai!5)ness prevades brick build-
ings. A number of cities have ordinances which discriminate
in favor of brick, concrete or steel as aginst lumber. This
discrimination rather helps than retards the lumber industry.
Still another factor that has taken the place of lumber is
that of steel sheeting. This sheeting does away with siding and
is also a means of stopping fires. Insurance companies give lower
rates when steel sheeting is used.
Many lumbermen encourage the use of substitutes for lumber
because it allows the lumber industry a better chance for
existance. Many grades of smaller timber can be used, as the tim-
ber used for girders and beams a few years ago are now being sup-
plied by steel.
Several experiments have been conducted recently in an at-
tempt to secure railroad ties of a more substantial material than
cedar and fir. If a suitable substitute can be found to take the
place of lumber the industry will be benefited greatly. The rail-
roads generally use a tree less than eight inches in diameter and
the forests become stripped of much valuable lumber which if left
growing would produce a more abundant crop.
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PROBABIJil FUTURE OP THR LUlffiER BUSIOISS ON PACIFIC COAST
From all the predictions made during the last few yeare in
regard to the lUL^ber business on the Pacific Coast one would
Judge that there is enough timber standing if properly managed
to last twenty- five or thirty years. The Pacific Coast is the
Mecca of the lumber business and in not many years will be the
sole source of supply for the United States. It is estimated
that the total stand of the country is between 700 billion feet
and 900 billion feet and that the Pacific contains about 60/ of
the wooded area of the United States, or a little over 400 billion
feet
.
There is a very bright future for the lumber business on
the Pacific Coast, due in a large measure to the Panama Canal
and the increased trade with the Orient and the South American
Countries. There are five transcontinental railways either built
or in the process of construction, that will aid the transporta -
tion facilities two fold.
Many people are moving to the pacific coast states and the
population is of a class that 7/ill boom the western states and
make a still larger trade with all parts of the world.
The probable future in regard to the investors is indeed
hard to say, but from now on for the next five or six years there
will be numerous chances for investment. Several investigators
and foresters figure that the principles of scientific forestry
will be so well inculcated into the minds of the lizmbermen and
the owners of the remaining timber lands that it will be a hard
matter for investors who merely want to speculate to secure hold
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Of these lands.
Since the Census of 1900 the product of the Pacific States
has risen from less than 10^ of the timber output of the country
to 20fo. There will be no more changing of centers after the Pacif-|
ic Coast states supply of virgin timber has been cut. The annual
consumption of lumber in all forms is from three to four times
as great as the annual increment of our forests.
A great many people in this country think that forestry had
never been tried until the government began to practice it on
the national forests. Yet forestry is practiced by every civil-
ized country in the world except China and Turkey. Forestry is
not a new thing. In fact, it was discussed two thousand years
ago, and has been studied and applied ever since.
Forestry has been conducted in England for centuries,, out
has never become a prominent factor. From the present indica-
tions, forestry has taken a new hold on the people in England,
and m&Tiy thousands of barren and waste lands in northern England
and especially the sand duns of southern England are being plalit =
ed with trees.
Germajiy is a country that early recognized the increasing
importance of the forestry problem. She saw that her forests
were being depleted after the continuous use of centuries, and
recognized the advantage in transplanting trees in ,her realm .
At the present time the German Empire has nearly 35,000,000 acres
of forest, of which 31 .^fbelongs to the state, 1.8^ to the crown
16.1^ to communities, 46 .,5^ to private persons, 1.6^ to corpora-
tions. German forestry is remarkable in three ways. First in
"What Forestry Has Done," Cleveland: Cir .140 ,U.S .For .Dept
il
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its scientific thorouchness, second it has applied scientific
knowledge with greatest techjiical success, and third it has solved
the probleF. of securing an increasing forest output with increas-
ing profits at the same time. Tooay the forests are in better
condition than ever, and as Germany is constantly applying the
principles of forestry to all forest areas in the country the
yield will continue to increase.
Forestry has been practiced in France for over a hundred
years. Many of the sand dunes on the French coast in the region
of Gascony were planted with forest trees about the year 1793.
Since that time many thousands of acres have been planted with
young conifers. There is still a large amount of work to be dene
in forestry in France. The goverrjuent has not applied the prin-
ciple as thoroughly as the German Government. However, "during
the last few years the forestry problem has been seriously called
to the attention of the French people and no doubt in the next
ten or fifteen years France will be one of the leaders in scien-
tific forestry."
Other countries in Europe have followed the example of the
German and French Governments andlmve established forest bureaus
in connection with their interior departments. In fact, every
country has realized that the forests of North America in a
few years will not be able to supply the demands of the world.
A word might be said in regard to the future policy of dealing
with the forestry problem in the United States. V/e did not ap-
oreciate the seriousness of this question until within the last
few years. ¥e have always relied on the enormous amount of raw
material existing in the Lake states and the Pacific Coast States,
"What Forestry Has Done," Cleveland ,cir. 140, U.S .For.Dept^
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aiid did not stop to think that our forestry supply at the utmost
would not last over thirty to thirty-five years. We are however
fullj' aware at the present time of this fact and there is no
doubt but what our forests will in the future be replenished as
soon as the marketable timber is removed.
\
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APPENDIX
The follow inc table showe the value of manufacturing
exported from the United States from 1870-1905;^
1870 ^11,121,234 1889 $20,760,391
1871 10,515,795 1890 21,764,884
1872 12,265,682 1891 20,282,718
1873 15,663,162 1892 19,727,762
1874 17,362,767 1893 20,607,543
1875 13,686,715 1894 20,936,445
1876 13,463,422 1896 20,866,100
1877 14,785,836 1896 24, 520, 633
1878 12, 653,168 1897 31,032,384
1879 11,616,360 1898 28,415,033
1880 12,261, 682 1899 31,774,241
1881 14,150,147 1900 39,365,578
1882 18,314,421 1901 41,345,942
1884 18,925,408 1903 44, 672,284
1885 16,683,827 1904 52,447,305
1886 16,934,547 1905 45,439,347
1887 15,025,879 1906 55,361, 642
1888 17,806,981
Defenbaugh, The History of the Ltimber Industry of America,
Chapter 31
.

APPENDIX II
FOREIGN SHIPMENTS OP LUMBER PROM wASHINGrTUJN oc
Australia«KA W A Wheals %Jm China & South Hawai i an Ain ca
J^"an~ SmeVfca Islanifs'
"
0, / oO, 4xy1894a Oft XT X QO'A A S7ft 0?firr, Of CJ,v/^vJ 21, 818, 502 11 , 549 , 355
1985 A.'K 1 74o , 1 OOf i Dm 32,139, 555 1 0, 484, 4y
6
<^o, vjy <: , f oo
1896 22. 499. 7 67 34, 517 , 203 <50, yy y , ooo
IT O AO OR A
1897 AA O AO "^R"^ •^5. 991. 494 25, 973, 758 P AAA
e^XIO , 400 , oox
1898 "17 1 An r\nr\Of ,X^/ jWfw 17.940.132 19, 21o, 654 3<5, ool, y DO Q 1 AO X.A f\y , x%c, , 040
1899 34. 658. 624 24, 969, 909 oy , JLoo, yu /
1 HAT ftOft
1900 OO, l7U^,XOl7 'S'^. 448. ?27 34, 556, 276 oy , 04U, 1 DO 1 O OPA AT AX^ , j^04, ^X4
1901 AP7 Afi. 7 62. 371 39, 675,154 47 , <soi , Ooo
OT 70X OT r*
1902 ACi AAft ''^7'^rfcU , D DO y O t O 48. "^72. 158 40,352, 964 2o, c84, 02o
•rrv OQA QT Aou, y o<t, yx4k
1903 74,577,269 70,388, 352 60, 035, 396
OO CTT Ken22, 571, ool AA ftQ7 A77
1904b 55,477,288 38, 962, 633 11,768,443 12,338,270 13,338,452
1905 49,460,945 80, 285,114 70, yyo, 3o4 OC\ 7 9 A AHA4^U, / lOO, DUO
1906 86,338,760 101,299,343 93,137,438 27, 603, 065^ 7,784,498
Total 660,011,480 547,818,891 509,154,636 384,776,829 227,040,237
i 21.5 17.8 16.6 12.5 7.4
a = No lumber exported from Oregon,
b = Eleven months exported from Oregon.
The Value and Management of Government Timber Lands, -Eglest on

APPET^DIX II
FOREIGN SHIPMRNTS OF LUMBER FROM WASHINGTON & OREGON 1894-1906.
(Continued)
Mex._& Phillipine Other For.
Alaska Cent .Am. Europe Islands "Tor^s
To^al
L894a 6,090, 6;i5 6,685,716 3,709,665 88,511*33^
L895 6,716,288 5,504,544 - 2,214,264146,540,312
L896 — 13,007,364 9,415,450 9, 579, 665 165, 952, 964
L897 — 9,345,469 16,788,593 —— - 10,849,559180,478,373
L898 7,864,463 2,265,361 13, 318, 016 139, 575, COS
L899 8,201,082 7,409,871 3,724,373 9, 070, 098200,120, 27C
L9 29
,
004,031 9 , 488 , 801 8 , 433,967 3,87 5,190 4,828,839 252,362 , 04'?
L901 8,835,140 12,898,321 7,473,299 16,601,262 14,370,573 271,069,122
.902 9,001,531 12,797,145 6,277,973 10,168,749 10,854,923^7,763,252
L9 3 8 , 577 , 456 8,522 , 877 1 6,361,123 45,231,7 09 5, 027 , 086 256, 191, 41
i
L9 04) 92
,
461,17 8 6 , 632 , 564 4 , 602 , 020 17,299,17 87 , 526,331 340 , 416,349
L905 2,362,447 14,830,875 20,334,993 12,579,090 5, Oil, 808 297 , 769, 56C
L906 14,513,353 18,051,986 19,758,648 15,671,117 7, 607,961391, 66^, 16^
rot . 164, 755, 136134, 447 , 868 131, 381, 560125, 150, 660 183, 878, 685 3,06a416il8i
% 8.4' 4.4 4.3 4.1 6.0 100

APPKNDIX III
The foliowini^ table shows the value of unmanufactured wood import
8d into the United States, from 1371 to 1905, the bulk of which
came from the Dominion of Canada;
1871 $ 9,146,500
1874 10,006,108
1875 6,997,008
1878 4,904,489
1880 8,413,161
1882 12,910,019
1884 13,220,559
1886 10,907,201
1888 13,084,426
1890 • 13, 561,788
1892 15,288, 578
1894 14,347,420
1896 17,048, 557
1898 11,541,370
1900 15,837,342
1902 19:, 620,812
1904 20,489,432
1905 22,047,054
Defenbaugh, History of the Lumber Industry of America.
Chapter .31
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APPENDIX
1
IV
Destination Washington
Board Feet
Oregon
^ Board Feet
1
^
i
63. 269. 73L^ 23.3 23, 069, 027 19 .2
Vll-^ X X 59. 393, 866 21.8 4, 411,135 3.7
V'Xi-L lltX 30. 706, 420 11.3 69, 217,299 57 .7
ILuW CI A. J CUl X OX VX 27. 578. 065 10.3 25, 800 l/lO
13A V^lJrOX U 20. 726. 573 7 .
6
1,145, 509 1.0
1 6 , 57 6 . 2 69 6.1 201, 856 .2
AXctiMVCl 14. 513. 353 5.3
10,226, 575 3.8 9, 533, 073 8,0
PlllliTjinsKX J> •X ^A K/ <A* W w 8, 498, 420 3,1 7,172,197 6.0
7, 784, 498 2.9
Piii IslandsX X ^ X X o •x A^U. w 1, 721, 605 .6
C X CL*J XX 1,091. 184 .4
.TftT! An 886, 752 . .3 488,872 6.0
656,723
479, 879 .2
458, 089 .2
O X U O X X <x 410, 806 .2
7 6, 961 l/lO 4,460,147 3.8
60,298 l/lO
w vl w ri " X X w Wf \ IX XX w^ ^w . ) 6,369,171 2.3
Foreign (unclassified) 457,314 _ .2
X \J V CLX 2 71,941. 554 100 119,725,415 100
Per cent of Total 69.5 30.5
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Report for 1906.

APPENDIX V
The Stone and Tinber Act.
This act was passed by Congress under date of June 3d, 1678
and provides that land unfit for cultivation and valuable chief-
ly for timber and stone, and not proclaimed and offered for sale
may, in Cajj-fomia, Nevada, Oregon and Washington, be sold in
areas of not over 160 acres to any one individual at $2.50 an
acre
.
On August 4, 1892, the act was amended to apply to all the
public land, states. The applicant is required to swear that
he is not purchasin;^ the land on speculation, but requires it
for his own exclusive use and benefit. There has been disposed
of, under the provisions of this act, to June 30, 1883, 456,743.91
acres, or less than half the amount disposed of annually during
1903 and 1904. The ag^^regate disposition from 1884 to 1904
inclusive, has been 7,139,334.37 acres.
The Homestead Laws.
The original homestead law eas passed April 20, 1862 and
has had several amendments. Up to 1905 the aggregate amount of
land that has been given by the government amounts to 130 bil linn
acres. The government has given to old soldiers and every
male citizen over twenty-one years of age, and women who have
reached their majority, the right to have 160 acres of land at
the uniform price of $2.5^0 per acre.^
DefenbaugKT History of the Lumber Industry of America. ^
Chapter 27.



